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FRONTLINES: POLICING AT THE NEXUS OF RACE AND MENTAL HEALTH

Camille A. Nelson*

ABSTRACT

The last several years have rendered issues at the intersection of race, mental health, and policing more acute. The frequency and violent, often lethal, nature of these incidents is forcing a national conversation about matters which many people would rather cast aside as volatile, controversial, or as simply irrelevant to conversations about the justice system. It seems that neither civil rights activists engaged in the work of advancing racial equality nor disability rights activists recognize the potent combination of negative racialization and mental illness at this nexus that bring policing practices into sharp focus. As such, the compounding dynamics and effects of racism, mental health, and policing remain underexplored and will be the focus of this Article.

Lurking beneath the surface of these policing encounters is an issue of mental disability or, as I prefer to recognize this fluid state, mental vulnerability. Picking up from where my earlier Article, Racializing Disability, Disabling Race: Policing Race and Mental Status, left off, this Article will explore a contextually informed psycho-legal explanation for some of the policing incidents, which have attracted national attention, and others that have not. Specifically, my theory is that negatively racialized suspects (read non-White, in particular Black and Latino/a) who the police experience as defiant or disrespectful are constructed by police as “crazy,” regardless of their actual Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 5 (DSM) status.1

* Dean and Professor of Law, American University Washington College of Law. The author wishes to thank her former research assistant Gary Prado for his engaged assistance with this project, as well as law librarians from Suffolk University School of Law, Ellen Delaney, Jeanie Fallon, and Richard Buckingham, as well as the superb editors of the Fordham Urban Law Journal, particularly Michael D’Ambrosio.
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In such situations, the policing encounter is fraught. On one hand, police, expecting a certain level of deference, especially from people of color, often escalate a situation to the point that the indignation, or lack of respect, from the person stopped by police paradoxically reinforces the police assumption about their impaired judgment, behavior, and mental health. It is this felonizing process through which the deviant criminal subject/suspect is created. As I discussed in Racializing Disability, Disabling Race, Suspect Identity Construction (SIC) provides a fruitful lens through which to analyze such processes in a policing encounter—SIC is a lever around which an encounter is amplified. Such intensification in turn serves as a rationale for an elevated police response, regardless of the fact that an escalated response is likely the opposite of what would alleviate the building situational pressure.

On the other hand, police encounters, which are transformed into confrontations through escalation and/or racism, may catalyze a range of mental vulnerabilities in the mind of even the most mentally healthy person of color. Racism is abusive—individually, systemically, and structurally. It is persistent. We know what abuse does to the body, mind, and spirit (cortisol, fight or flight, etc.). Even for the most mentally sound individual, such racialized police encounters are potentially debilitating and disabling. The racism-health link indicates the impactful nature of discrimination. The residue of this societal puncture builds up in our bodies and is corrosive, debilitating, and ultimately disabling. Thus, it is not unreasonable to expect that preexisting mental illnesses or new


2. See Nelson, supra note 1, at 63–64 (exposing “racing” phenomenon of disability); Angela P. Harris, Equality Trouble: Sameness and Difference in Twentieth-Century Race Law, 88 CAL. L. REV. 1923, 2002–04 (2000) (enunciating enormity of American racism and implicit racism); Emily M.S. Houh, Critical Race Realism: Re-Claiming the Antidiscrimination Principle Through the Doctrine of Good Faith in Contract Law, 66 U. PITT. L. REV. 455, 468–69 (2005) (“Notwithstanding the availability of the ‘disparate impact’ claim under Title VII, which has ‘all but vanished from the scene,’ the law does not define discrimination as a set of culturally-accepted and institutionally-perpetuated social practices rooted in the legacies of white supremacy and male dominance.”); Angela Onwuachi-Willig & Mario L. Barnes, By Any Other Name?: On Being “Regarded As” Black, and Why Title VII Should Apply Even If Lakish and Jamal are White, 2005 WIS. L. REV. 1283, 1296 (2005) (indicating society “‘often link[s] color with undesirable personal qualities such as . . . hostility’”).
mental vulnerabilities might be activated or created in racially charged policing encounters.
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### INTRODUCTION

*Into the Void—“Social justice is the foundation of public health.”*

A surprising void exists in three bodies of literature, each probing similar justice concerns from different vantage points. Criminal law scholars, analyzing a broken justice system, have proposed solutions to police misconduct and questionable uses of force against vulnerable populations. Critical Race scholars and activists have

---


questioned the exercise of police discretion as it disparately impacts people of color, particularly African Americans and Latino/as, with whom police engage.\(^5\) Disability scholars and activists, with few exceptions, have mainly focused on physical disability to the exclusion of mental health, and have largely ignored the compounding impacts of racism on disability.\(^6\)

This Article explores the interacting constitutive dynamics at work in the construction of the criminal subject and, further, encourages study of the ways that disability is racially constructed, just as racism is disabling in the criminal justice system. Race and disability morph into one another to construct the perfect criminal who is perceived as requiring the use of disciplinary force and punishment. This Article analyzes the ways in which disability, especially mental illness, and negative racialization (read non-White, in particular Black and
Latino/a).\textsuperscript{7} are mutually reinforcing and constitutive of the conceptual offender in policing interactions. I refer to this process as “felonization,” the move to construct criminality, ideally in heightened form. This is the dynamic through which a defiant suspect is constructed as a subjectively deviant and dangerous criminal who is, in turn, the proper focus of heightened law enforcement scrutiny.

I posit two different intersecting criminal justice concerns, both intricately intertwined with issues of race and mental health.\textsuperscript{8} First, picking up from where my earlier Article, \textit{Racializing Disability, Disabling Race: Policing Race and Mental Status},\textsuperscript{9} left off, this Article will explore a plausible explanation for policing incidents that have attracted national attention. My theory is that Suspect Identity Construction (SIC) is a contingent variable in policing interactions.\textsuperscript{10} Negatively racialized suspects who are seen by police as defiant or disrespectful are constructed by police as “crazy,”\textsuperscript{11} the suspect’s judgment implicated by their lack of deference, regardless of their actual Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-5 (DSM) status.\textsuperscript{12}

\textsuperscript{7} See Nelson, \textit{supra} note 1, at 63–64 (exposing phenomenon of “racing” disability through construction of Blacks and Latino/as “crazy”).


\textsuperscript{9} Nelson, \textit{supra} note 1.

\textsuperscript{10} See \textit{id.} at 7 (“SIC is the ‘what is the person’ question . . . .”). The Article continues this discussion until page 11.

\textsuperscript{11} See \textit{id.} at 63 n.462 (“By utilizing this terminology, it is not my intention to be disrespectful, but rather to connote the disrespect and stigmatization implicit in such a categorization. This category is an ascribed identity which deviates from professionally identified DSM diagnosis, as it is typically lay people who use such terminology and who feel competent, even in the absence of any medical, psychological or psychiatric training, to label others as such.”).

\textsuperscript{12} See \textit{id.} at 18 (Dukakis speaks about biases towards people with mental illness); \textit{id.} at 18–20 (claiming convergence of criminality and mental impairment often leads to stereotyping of mentally ill based on fear); see also Kerry Ann Rockquemore & David L. Brunsma, \textit{Beyond Black: Biracial Identity in America}, at ix (2001) (“Blacks and whites continue to be the two groups with the greatest social distance, the most spatial separation, and the strongest taboos against interracial marriage.”); Andy Alford, \textit{Resistance, Race Affect Police Response: Minorities Not Charged with Resisting Arrest Subject to Unequal Force Compared to Whites}, AUSTIN AM. STATESMAN (Mar. 28, 2004) (“The problem with police brutality is that sometimes, officers react with violence to defiance. Minorities might be more defiant, might give the cops more sass. And people who do that are likely to get hit, especially if the officer has a racist attitude.”). As Professor Cooper has noted, this mistranslation often culminates in a contest and is even more acute when white police encounter men of color. See Frank Rudy Cooper, \textit{“Who’s the Man?”}. 
This construction, in turn, increases the likelihood that the encounter will escalate or devolve. I refer to this as a “felonizing” process, which is to say that felonization (the process by which a suspect is transformed into a more serious offender deserving of harsher criminal justice responses) is a negative spiral that tracks identity and consequent marginalization. It encompasses the strategic police moves to construct suspects into misdemeanor offenders, and the more consequential move to construct misdemeanor offenders into felons. In this way, felonization is an overbroad and encompassing policing maneuver. Such interactions are particularly fraught for individuals who are mentally or physically vulnerable, as they may struggle or be unable to comport their behavior to police dictates for obedience and compliance.  

13. See Beth Ribet, Surfacing Disability Through a Critical Race Theoretical Paradigm, 2 GE.O. J.L. & MOD. CRITICAL RACE PERSP. 209, 218 (2011) (“Mental illness is on the one hand the discrediting charge used to stigmatize rebellion, explain distress at supposedly benign circumstances, and police the borders of acceptable behavior.”).  

According to the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of Minority Health, Black people in the United States are significantly more likely than White people, indeed twenty times more likely, to report having had serious psychological distress. Not surprisingly, people who exhibit mental health challenges are more likely to attract heightened police scrutiny and reasonable suspicion; they are less likely to respond to police in ways that comport with police behavioral expectations and may, thereby, prompt unfortunate police escalation. Moreover, even those who are not emotionally or mentally vulnerable experience the negative psychological impact of racism on their mental and physical well-being.


17. For a comprehensive overview of the impacts of racism on well-being, see Camara Jules P. Harrell et al., Multiple Pathways Linking Racism to Health Outcomes, 8 DU BOIS REV. 143 (2011) and Michelle J. Sternthal et al., Racial Disparities in Health: How Much Does Stress Really Matter?, 8 DU BOIS REV. 95 (2011).

Sociological research on segregation may help explain the higher prevalence of stress exposure among Blacks and American-born Hispanics. Because of segregation, the conditions under which Blacks and a growing number of Hispanics live are far worse than those of the rest of the population. For those residing in areas of concentrated disadvantage—marked by pathogenic physical and social conditions (e.g., extreme poverty and
Further adding to a debilitating situation, police subjectively interpret these racialized and ableist encounters as necessitating a heightened, often forceful, response, no matter how relatively minor the nature of the precipitating contact. Thus, despite ostensible police intentions, their interactions and behavior towards non-compliant and non-deferential suspects of color often escalate the exchange, thereby creating a paradoxical downward spiral, which is subsequently (and perhaps opportunistically) used by police to justify an arrest or the use of force.

unemployment, pollution, deteriorating housing, violence)—multiple stressful encounters may be normative.

Sternthal et al., supra, at 107; see also Gilbert C. Gee & Chandra L. Ford, Structural Racism and Health Inequities: Old Issues, New Directions, 8 Du Bois Rev. 115, 116 (2011) ("Reviews consistently find that persons who self-report exposures to racism have greater risk for mental and physical ailments.").


The corollary concern that will be explored in this Article is the way in which people of color, who may not be noticeably mentally impaired, or who might suffer from episodic or latent mental illness, can be provoked into a state of mental illness through brutalizing police encounters. 21 I explore both of these connected concerns through an examination of the Sandra Bland case, as her life and death may evidence the felonization process, and straddle situational defiance dynamics. 22

Ms. Bland’s interaction with the arresting officer, specifically her questioning of his rationale for stopping her, and her contestation of his rationale, may have been interpreted by the officer as insufficiently deferential (for a Black woman). Thereafter, subjectively in the mind of the officer, his interpretation of this lack of deference may have justified his use of escalating police tactics, and led to Ms. Bland’s subsequent arrest. 23 Given Ms. Bland’s death in duty-54-cases-in-the-past-decade/ [https://perma.cc/UK93-A3YU]; Kimberly Kindy & Kimbriell Kelly, Thousands Dead, Few Prosecuted, WASH. POST (Apr. 11, 2015). http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/investigative/2015/04/11/thousands-dead-few-prosecuted/ [https://perma.cc/4AJD-6PW2].


22. See Anthony V. Bouza, Police Unbound: Corruption, Abuse, and Heroism by the Boys in Blue 217 (2001) (“It is not safe to fail the ‘attitude test.’ This is another way of describing defiance, the questioning of an officer’s authority, or even failure to demonstrate appropriate levels of deference.”); see also Larry Gaines & Roger Miller, Criminal Justice in Action 503 (9th ed. 2016) (noting that during interactions with police, minority youth are often seen as failing the attitude test, “after the seriousness of offense and past history, the most important factor in the decision of whether to arrest or release appears to be the offender’s attitude . . . . Furthermore, police officers who do not live in the same community with minority youth may misinterpret normal behavior as disrespectful or delinquent and act accordingly.”).

police custody from an apparent suicide, any latent mental vulnerabilities\textsuperscript{24} from which she suffered were no doubt exacerbated by her arrest and jailing for an incident that commenced with an improper lane change.\textsuperscript{25}

Part I of this Article briefly explores disabling constructions that create a reality of disparate police interactions for people of color and mentally vulnerable individuals.\textsuperscript{26} Admittedly, much of this literature has examined police encounters in a bifurcated manner: race, or disability. This analysis, however, ignores the interwoven constitutive social constructions of racialized disability, as well as the ways in which ableism informs social conceptions of race.\textsuperscript{27} This Part will also discuss societal factors that desperately impact the mental well-being of people of color in the United States.\textsuperscript{28}

Id.

24. My terminology of “latent” is similarly referred to as “emergent” by other scholars. See Ribet, supra note 13, at 211 ("Citing the disproportionate rates of certain disabilities among African Americans, they invoke the Disability Studies literature on ‘emergent disabilities,’ which stress the salience of disability as the consequence of injuries and deprivations rooted in racial and class oppressions.").

25. See id. at 220–21 (“[O]ne of the consequences of subordination can be intensified vulnerability to and frequency of disablement or that the occurrence of violent disablement is likely to be proportionate to, and intensified by, intersecting forms of racial, ethnic, gender, economic, sexual, and age-based vulnerability.”).

26. See infra Part I.

27. As with other “isms,” ableism marginalizes people, in this ideology along the lines of ability or disability: “[f]rom the moment a child is born she [or he] emerges into a world where she [or he] receives messages that to be disabled is to be less than[,] . . . a world where disability may be tolerated but in the final instance is inherently negative. ‘We are all, regardless of our subject positions shaped and formed by the politics of ableism.’ Fiona Kumari Campbell, Exploring Internalized Ableism Using Critical Race Theory, 23 DISABILITY & SOC’Y 151, 151 (2008). Thus, ableism is a discriminatory frame grounded in the belief that people should be defined by their abilities, and thus people who are deemed disabled are seen as inferior to non-disabled people. See Simi Linton, Claiming Disability: Knowledge and Identity 9 (1998).

Part II analyzes criminal law encounters in which police officers have escalated arguably minor interactions with people of color in the face of subjectively interpreted disrespect and noncompliance. It is posited in this Article that such situational disobedience has deep historical roots, and is connected to racialized expectations of
deference to White authority figures on the part of people of color.  
When such expectations are not met, the law enforcement authorities 
exercise their discretion to “felonize” the person with whom they are 
interacting—meaning, through their escalating tactics, the authority 
figures transform an otherwise minor encounter into a criminal event 
in order to justify their heightened scrutiny, and eventual use of force.

Part III examines the Sandra Bland arrest and her death in 
custody. This Part asserts that for such a minor infraction, the 
interaction between Ms. Bland and the arresting officers should never 
have escalated to the point of incarceration for an offense that might 
merit a mere warning. It is further suggested in the section that Ms. 
Bland’s underlying mental vulnerabilities were exacerbated by 
ongoing systemic racial disparities, as well as the individual disparate 
treatment she endured.

In conclusion, this Article calls first for interdisciplinary study of 
these biased interactions; secondly, for improved police policies, 
training, and practices underwritten by this interdisciplinary 
information; third, for fortified training dictates with data driven 
incentives and accountability; and fourth, for these undertakings to be 
coupled with serious interdisciplinary dialogue about the role of 
unconscious racism and ableism, as well as its structural and 
individual machinations. To continue to do otherwise has dire 
consequences for people of color who are mentally vulnerable, or 
whose victimization and structural subordination is societally 
disabling, as well as for policing efficacy.
I. LINGERING PATHOLOGIES OF HISTORY

“That men do not learn very much from the lessons of history is the most important of all the lessons that history has to teach.”

Race and disability are both socially constructed. They are intentionally hierarchical, competitive, active, and imbued with biases, which are productive of societal privileges and disadvantages. As I noted above, one’s race can be societally disabling, as “even in the absence of mental illness, diagnosable or constructed, . . . negative racialization . . . alone appears to be disabling.” In addition to lay ascriptions, expert disciplines have also been involved in creating disabling societal constructions. For instance, with respect to ableism, it has been noted that public health was instrumentally used to include and exclude people from the polity. The inclination and ability to comport one’s behavior to societal norms was assessed as indicative of good health and perceived as more conducive to membership in civil society. As such, individuals who could not or would not conform their behavior

36. See David Johnstone, An Introduction to Disability Studies (1998); see also The Disability Studies Reader (Lennard J. Davis ed., 1997); Michael Omi & Howard Winant, Racial Formation in the United States: From the 1960s to the 1990s 55 (3d ed. 2014) (“[R]ace is a concept which signifies and symbolizes social conflicts and interests by referring to different types of human bodies . . . . We define racial formation as the sociohistorical process by which racial categories are created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed.”) (emphasis omitted); Ian F. Hane-López, White by Law: The Legal Construction of Race 78 (1996) (“Races are social products. It follows that legal institutions and practices, as essential components of our highly legalized society, have had a hand in the construction of race.”); Allan V. Horwitz, Creating Mental Illness in Non-Disordered Community Populations, in Establishing Medical Reality: Essays in the Metaphysics and Epistemology of Biomedical Science 123 (Harold Kincaid et al. eds., 2007). See generally Tommy L. Lott, The Invention of Race: Black Culture and the Politics of Representation (1999).
37. See Ribet, supra note 13, at 217 (building analysis on dynamics in association with racial domination disablement through torture and noting that “it would be unsurprising, even predictable, to find that disability is (as several disability theorists have argued) linked to notions of defeat and subordination, while the idea of victory, might, and political entitlement is grounded in having disabled all others who have not been outright destroyed.”).
38. See Ribet, supra note 13, at 212 (“Specifically, I suggest that race can be coded as in itself a disability, and disability as evidence of inferiority, which then reinforces White supremacy.”).
39. Nelson, supra note 1, at 64.
41. Id.
were often excluded and stigmatized.  For such reasons, it has been noted that disciplines provide “general formulas of domination.”

It is well documented that learned scientists and physicians have contributed to the fallacy of racialized superiority and inferiority, specifically white supremacy and black inferiority. Using a Foucauldian lens, I have noted elsewhere that:

Foucault identifies the intersection of policing, psychiatry and the penal system as crucial in utilizing enhanced surveillance and in constructing a class of perpetual suspects. “[S]o one sees penal discourse and psychiatric discourse crossing each other’s frontiers...at their point of junction, is formed the notion of the ‘dangerous’ individual.”

Specifically, medico-legal logic conspired to further marginalize those deemed genetically criminal and feeble minded, meaning people of color, Black people in particular. These constructions furthered Blacks conscription into convict lease systems and chain gangs, thereby further marginalizing and “containing” them. As Michelle Alexander has noted in her book, The New Jim Crow, these social constructions and containments persist.

42. Id.
45. FOUCAULT, supra note 43, at 137.
46. Id. at 281.
47. Id. at 252; Nelson, supra note 1, at 55 (“This is the work of medico-legal dynamics—both medicine and law are essential to the construction of marginalized identities.”).
48. Referring to the state of Alabama, “[t]he state had a traditional institution for feebleminded and criminal blacks—the convict lease system and its offspring the chain gang. After all, ‘White racists looked upon black criminality as a genetic trait’ that could not be corrected, just contained.” Gregory M. Dorr, DEFECTIVE OR DISABLED?: RACE, MEDICINE, AND EUGENICS IN PROGRESSIVE ERA VIRGINIA AND ALABAMA, 5 J. GILDED AGE & PROGRESSIVE ERA 359, 388 (2006). See also id. (“Although many Alabama physicians accepted the eugenic redefinition of disability that merged racial distinctions into unfitness, Alabama’s intense popular racism prevented this redefinition from gaining enough lay support to translate into biracial public policy. Since lay Alabamians strongly adhered to racial distinctions, the scant appropriations for the feebleminded effectively meant money and services ‘For Whites Only.’”).
49. Id.
50. MICHELLE ALEXANDER, THE NEW JIM CROW: MASS INCARCERATION IN THE AGE OF COLORBLINDNESS 1–2 (2012) (“The more things change, the more they
In this way, racialized disability, as a created construct, is a presumptive justification for legal or societal disablement—a set of contingent corresponding deprivations and abuses flow from such societal marginalization. The fabric of societal disability is interwoven with our pervasive identity politics, and consequent social relegation. As Beth Ribet has noted, “the construct of White normalcy is synonymous with ability, and the constructions of People of Color are correspondingly synonymous with abnormalcy, dangerous, deviance or (infectious) moral sickness, damaged or less worthy or inferior bodies, less capable or intelligent minds—all of which bleed into the construction of disability.”

Taking a socio-psychobiological approach, it is further understood that:

[T]he impact of race is in racism—historically informed, perpetuated by institutions, and manifested in the set of assumptions, stereotypes, and biases that are attached to race, both externally and internally—positioning groups of people into relative positions of power and deprivation . . . . [A] socio-psychobiological approach emphasizes how social inequalities generated by racism impact health, directly as well as by shaping psychological, behavioral, and biological vulnerability to disease.

Thus, understanding the constructed nature of disability begs an analysis of the ways in which conscious discriminatory decision-making, and unconscious bias, interact to build systems and structures that are oppressive. Biases additionally propel a lack of awareness of the disabling impact of such constructions, discriminatory interactions, or the intentional disregard of such constructions and their consequences.

remain the same’ . . . . Rather than rely [explicitly] on race, we use our criminal justice system to label people of color ‘criminals’ and then engage in all the practices we supposedly left behind . . . . We have not ended racial caste in America; we have merely redesigned it.”).  


52. Chae et al., supra note 14, at 73.

53. See IMPLICIT RACIAL BIAS ACROSS THE LAW (Justin D. Levinson & Robert S. Smith eds., 2012); see also Llewellyn Smith et al., American Denial, PBS (Feb. 23, 2015), http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/films/american-denial/ (“American Denial sheds light on the unconscious political and moral world of modern Americans, using archival footage, newsreels, nightly news reports, and rare southern home movies from the ’30s and ’40s, as well as research footage, websites, and YouTube films showing psychological testing of racial attitudes.”).
Disability rights scholars have long noted that it is not so much the underlying physical (or mental) impairment that manifests the disability, but rather the consequent societal constructions (and I would add destructions) that create the disability. The added rub is the known health disparities, which spiral from the debilitating impact of these socially disabling constructions. Stated another way, as one is actively externally societally disabled, so too one becomes societally disabled. Meaning all of these constructions have real life implications and consequences; they take a toll on minority health and well-being, thereby further complicating and compounding the marginalizing effects and outcomes. For instance, “[d]iscrimination has been shown to increase the risk of stress, depression, the common cold, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, breast cancer, and mortality.”

Additionally disconcerting are the ways in which oppression and discrimination not only negatively impact the individual, but also communities. Research is increasingly elucidating the impacts of intergenerational trauma as well as vicarious trauma. For instance, “[r]ace-based stress reactions can be triggered by events that are experienced vicariously, or externally, through a third party—like


55. See Bagenstos, supra note 54, at 418; Emens, supra note 54, at 427–28; see also IAN F. HANEY-LÓPEZ, supra note 36, at 78 (“Races are social products. It follows that legal institutions and practices, as essential components of our highly legalized society, have had a hand in the construction of race.”); OMI & WINANT, supra note 36, at 36, 55. See generally LOTT, supra note 36.

56. Silverstein, supra note 21.

57. See, e.g., Karina L. Walters et al., Bodies Don’t Just Tell Stories, They Tell History, 8 DU BOIS REV. 179, 181 (2011) (“Individually, each event is profoundly traumatic; taken together they constitute a history of sustained cultural disruption and destruction directed at AIAN tribal communities. The resulting trauma is often conceptualized as collective, in that it impacts a significant portion of a community, and compounding, as multiple historically traumatic events occurring over generations join in an overarching legacy of assaults. For [American Indians and Alaska Natives] [[AIANs]], cumulative [historical trauma] [[HT]] events are coupled with high rates of contemporary lifetime trauma and interpersonal violence, as well as high rates of chronic stressors such as microaggressions and daily discriminatory events. Together, these historical and contemporary events undermine AIAN physical, spiritual, and psychological health and well-being in complex and multifaceted ways.”); see also Helen Thomson, Study of Holocaust Survivors Finds Trauma Passed on to Children’s Genes, THE GUARDIAN (Aug. 21, 2015), https://www.theguardian.com/science/2015/aug/21/study-of-holocaust-survivors-finds-trauma-passed-on-to-childrens-genes [https://perma.cc/Q38H-T6NT].
social media or national news events." As one commentator has noted, the frequency and vividness of these encounters may propel a sense of dread, as we must continually deal with these ongoing issues.

Our screens and feeds are filled with news and images of black Americans dying or being brutalized. A brief and yet still-too-long list: Trayvon Martin, Tamir Rice, Walter Scott, Eric Garner, Renisha McBride. The image of a white police officer straddling a black teenager on a lawn in McKinney, Tex., had barely faded before we were forced to grapple with the racially motivated shooting in Charleston, S.C.

Furthermore, insofar as the foci of this Article is concerned, there is increasing information about the debilitating psycho-social impact and vicariously traumatic experiences to which many Black people have been exposed, especially given the recent spate of police killings of Black people in the United States. We are only beginning to recognize the myriad ways in which oppression, be that structural, systemic, and/or intentional or unintentional prejudice, takes a toll on victims of such abuse.

Examination of racial discrimination highlights the importance of understanding the impact of accumulated discriminatory experiences including in interactions with the police . . . . In making appraisals, blacks not only draw from their own experiences, but also from patterns of events they are exposed to in their communities and knowledge imparted by members of their racial group. This is particularly the case in disadvantaged African-American neighborhoods, where aggressive policing strategies are widely used.

As is being done with respect to studies of intergenerational and historic trauma in American Indian and Alaskan Native communities, further research should be undertaken to examine the

59. Id.
61. Id.
62. See Paolo del Vecchio, *The Impact of Historical and Intergenerational Trauma on American Indian and Alaskan Native Communities*, SAMHSA
cumulative and intergenerational impact of the killings of record numbers of Black men over the course of recent years. For instance, in terms of the lingering consequences of the violence of racism and colonization in Indigenous and American Indian communities, there is a growing exploration of the cumulative impact of legacies of systemic abuse:

[Individualy, each event is profoundly traumatic; taken together they constitute a history of sustained cultural disruption and destruction . . . .] The resulting trauma is often conceptualized as collective, in that it impacts a significant portion of a community, and compounding, as multiple historically traumatic events occurring over generations join in an overarching legacy of assaults.

Of course, the counter-analysis to this movement is a concern for pathologization; meaning, in this instance, an appropriate apprehension that such epidemiological genetics might be contorted into a marker of inherent biological inferiority and abnormality. Taking epi-genetics seriously, yet recognizing the historically moored ease with which notions of inferiority can infect even the most well-intentioned perspective, one must be cognizant of the problem of marking communities with badges of biological inferiority. So, despite the phenomenon of living histories, and


63. See 995 People Shot Dead by Police This Year, WASH. POST, https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/police-shootings/ (organizing homicide data).

64. Walters et al., supra note 57.


these histories often being very much alive in contemporary bodies
and minds, such historical resonance should not be taken as a marker
of internal disease, but perhaps more appropriately as being rooted in
external racialized unease and racism, (dis)ease.

Recent work on unconscious and implicit bias has led to an
important conversation about the prevalence and force of their
impact in our everyday lives. Unlike known biases, of which most
people have some awareness, and thus usually seek to conceal,
unconscious biases operate at the subconscious level, making them
more difficult to interrogate and eradicate. Everyone has these

---


69. The STANFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY states, “‘Implicit bias’ is a term of art referring to relatively unconscious and relatively automatic features of prejudiced judgment and social behavior. While psychologists in the field of ‘implicit social cognition’ study ‘implicit attitudes’ toward consumer products, self-esteem, food, alcohol, political values, and more, the most striking and well-known research has focused on implicit attitudes toward members of socially stigmatized groups, such as African-Americans, women, and the LGBTQ community.” Michael Brownstein, *Implicit Bias,* STAN. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHIL. (Feb. 26, 2015), http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/implicit-bias/. I think the Open Society Foundations statement, “Implicit Bias and Social Justice,” is insightful in providing examples of the way implicit bias works:

For example, a doctor with implicit racial bias will be less likely to recommend black patients to specialists or may recommend surgery rather than a less invasive treatment. Managers will be less likely to invite a black candidate in for a job interview or to provide a positive performance evaluation. Judges have been found to grant dark-skinned defendants sentences up to 8 months longer for identical offenses. Implicit bias also affects how people act with people of another race. In spite of their conscious feelings, white people with high levels of implicit racial bias show less warmth and welcoming behavior toward black people. They will sit further away, and their facial expressions will be cold and withdrawn. These same implicitly biased white people are also are [sic] more apt to view black people as angry or threatening and to predict that a black partner would perform poorly on a joint academic task. White people with stronger
biases, usually against “outgroups,” but not always. With respect to racial unconscious bias, research indicates the role of implicit bias in many areas, including disparate educational outcomes for children of color, negative health and healthcare outcomes, and of course significant disparities in the criminal justice system. Generally, these tests indicate that, “the vast majority of people are faster to pair together Good with White and Bad with Black.” This is particularly important for the criminal justice system where the stakes are high, and include one’s freedom and dignitary interests. Indeed, there is an understanding that implicit bias and unconscious dynamics infect the criminal justice system in disparate and significant ways:

Studies repeatedly reveal that people evaluate ambiguous actions performed by non-Whites as suspicious and criminal while identical actions performed by Whites go unnoticed. “Arrest efficiency,” or hit-rate data, provides evidence of these biases. Arrest efficiency refers to the rates at which the police find evidence of criminal activity when conducting a stop and frisk. When available, these data consistently demonstrate that the hit rates are lower for non-Whites than for Whites, or that the rates are at least equal.


70. KIRWAN INST., supra note 69 (“We generally tend to hold implicit biases that favor our own ingroup, though research has shown that we can still hold implicit biases against our ingroup.”).


72. KIRWAN INST., supra note 69 (tracing school to prison pipeline and racial bias in medicine, criminal law, and school discipline, as well as comparing Madison and Ferguson).


74. L. Song Richardson, *Police Efficiency and the Fourth Amendment*, 87 IND. L.J. 1143, 1145 (2012) (“Implicit social cognition research demonstrates that implicit biases can affect whether police interpret an individual’s ambiguous behaviors as suspicious.”).
And, for decision-making, people hold “strong associations between Black and Guilty, relative to White and Guilty, [which in turn] predict[s] the way mock jurors evaluate[] ambiguous evidence.”75 Meaning, the default manner of evaluating information or data, which supports neither the prosecutor nor the defendant, is factored against an accused of color, and utilized in ways that further white supremacy.76

Whether the genesis of the discrimination is structural, systemic, intentional, unintentional, unconscious, or accidental, it seems that the impact is consequential and debilitating for people of color. The ways in which racism undermines well-being and infiltrates one’s body are increasingly understood.77 Just as other forms of physical and mental abuse and maltreatment imprint on the body, racism similarly takes a toll.78 For instance, we know that Black men:

[F]ace a disproportionately high burden of prevalence and premature morbidity and mortality rates from injuries, illnesses, and

75. Cai et al., supra note 73, at 188 (addressing implicit bias empirical studies); see Banaji et al., supra note 73, at 105–06 (indicating race attitude patterns mimic laboratory data). “For example, Americans rate ambiguous pieces of evidence to be more probative of guilt when a suspect is dark-skinned and display a stronger implicit connection between “black” and the concept “guilty” than they do between “white” and “guilty.” Robert J. Smith et al., Implicit White Favoritism in the Criminal Justice System, 66 ALA. L. REV. 871(2015); see Huajian Cai et al., supra note 73, at 190; see also Andrew Gelman et al., An Analysis of the New York City Police Department’s “Stop-and-Frisk” Policy in the Context of Claims of Racial Bias, 102 J. AM. STAT. ASS’N 813, 821 (2007).

76. See Smith et al., supra note 75. See generally, Jerry Kang et al., Implicit Bias in the Courtroom, 59 UCLA L. REV. 1125 (2012).

77. Helen Epstein, GHETTO MIASMA; Enough To Make You Sick?, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 12, 2003), http://www.nytimes.com/2003/10/12/magazine/ghetto-miasma-enough-to-make-you-sick.html?pagewanted=all [https://perma.cc/Q4NL-UGKH]. “‘There are so many fists in the face of poor African-Americans’ . . . blacks are faced with a society that institutionalizes the idea ‘that you are a menace—and that demeans you.’” Id. Research indicated that:

[W]orking-class African-Americans who said they accepted unfair treatment as a fact of life had higher blood pressure than those who challenged it. . . . Geronimus calls the grinding everyday stress of being poor and marginalized in America ‘weathing,’ a condition not unlike the effect of exposure to wind and rain on houses.

Id.

chronic and stress-related conditions with high depression comorbidities (especially cancer, cardiovascular disease, HIV/AIDS, diabetes, and homicide). Black men also face more exposure to adverse social and economic environments (e.g., discrimination, unemployment, poverty, violence, etc.) that generate or aggravate psychological distress. This confluence of risk factors may contribute to outcomes typically linked to depression, including the steady rise in suicide rates reported among Black men and boys over the past several decades.79

It is also noteworthy, and perhaps relevant to the killing of twelve-year-old Tamir Rice by police, that Black boys are regularly judged as more culpable than similarly situated White boys, and their ages are overestimated by as much as four years.80 That such unconscious bias manifests during police encounters is not surprising, given recent studies on implicit bias; it is a reality that law enforcement is loath to admit, regardless of the dire consequences.81 Indeed, compelling simulation studies have revealed a phenomenon termed “shooter

79. Angelitta M. Britt-Spells et al., Effects of Perceived Discrimination on Depressive Symptoms Among Black Men Residing in the United States: A Meta-Analysis, AM. J. MEN’S HEALTH 1, 2 (2016) (highlighting Black men face more exposure to adverse socio-economic environments that generate psychological distress) (“According to the National Center for Health Statistics, between 1950 and 2004, the age-adjusted suicide rate for Blacks of all ages increased by approximately 28%, while it decreased by approximately 14% for Whites.”).

80. “The evidence shows that perceptions of the essential nature of children can be affected by race, and for black children, this can mean they lose the protection afforded by assumed childhood innocence well before they become adults . . . . With the average age overestimation for black boys exceeding four-and-a-half years, in some cases, black children may be viewed as adults when they are just 13 years old.” Press Release, Am. Psychological Ass’n., Black Boys Viewed as Older, Less Innocent Than Whites, Research Finds (Mar. 6, 2014), http://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2014/03/black-boys-older.aspx; see also Carmen M. Culotta et al., The Essence of Innocence: Consequences of Dehumanizing Black Children, 106 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 524, 528–31 (2014) (indicating from ages 0–9, children were seen as equally innocent regardless of race; however, perceptions diverged at age 10, with overestimation and heightened culpability for Blacks and Latino boys); Christopher Ingraham, Why White People See Black Boys Like Tamir Rice as Older, Bigger and Guiltier Than They Really Are, WASH. POST (Dec. 28, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/12/28/why-prosecutors-keep-talking-about-tamir-rices-size-36-pants/ [https://perma.cc/D67C-RBJV] (affirming social science statistical data that “black boys are seen as older and less innocent” than their white peers); E. Ashby Plant & B. Michelle Peruche, The Consequences of Race for Police Officers’ Responses to Criminal Suspects, 16 PSYCHOL. SCI. 180 (2005).

81. Recently, some police have started to explore information about implicit bias and its implications for policing. See Gove, supra note 33.
bias, the tendency of police officers to mistakenly shoot unarmed Black suspects more than unarmed White suspects.

The real-life impact of “shooter bias,” in turn, fuels heightened fear, stress, and angst in Black communities, for our loved ones and ourselves. When contemplating the intergenerational impacts of these racialized dynamics, it is interesting to note that “[r]esearchers have already shown that certain fears might be inherited through generations, at least in animals.” It should not be totally surprising then that,

[M]any black Americans experience what psychologists call “race-based trauma”... it’s clear that African-Americans are hit hard by incidents that recall the country’s ugly history of institutionalized racism.... And such trauma can occur, even vicariously... we have this whole cultural knowledge of these sorts of events happening, which then... primes us for this type of traumatization.

In this milieu of conscious racism and implicit bias, it seems naïve and uninformed to cling to notions of colorblindness. Rather, in a supposedly post-racial America, racial construction itself can become the societal impairment that actively disables an individual. Ribet, too, notes “that race can be coded as in itself a disability, and disability as evidence of inferiority, which then reinforces White supremacy,” such that “the social and legal disablement of People of

83. Plant & Peruche, supra note 80. With respect to my policy and practice urgings, these studies show promise insofar as with “extensive training with the program, in which the race of the suspect was unrelated to the presence of a weapon, the officers were able to eliminate this bias.” Id.
85. Thomson, supra note 57.
86. Corley, supra note 84 (referencing Monnica Williams, director of the Center for Mental Health Disparities at University of Louisville).
88. Ribet, supra note 13, at 212.
Color echoes and reinforces a history of White supremacist characterization of enslaved and colonized peoples as uncivilized or childlike.\textsuperscript{89}

Such supremacist ideology, in turn, feeds into the criminal justice system and policing. Indeed, the consistency of controversial killings of Black and Brown people by police in dubious circumstances demand interrogation of what is going on in the hearts and minds of police officers, and should lead to increased concern for, and attention to, the impact on communities of color. Stated otherwise, whether these killings portend conscious animosity, or are unconscious percolations of prejudice, the dire mental and physical consequences for people of color demand increased police accountability.

II. “\textit{Particularly in the United States, Race Has Always Played a Central Role in Constructing Presumptions of Criminality}”\textsuperscript{90}

Numerous scholars and commentators have noted, and analyzed, the disparate ways in which the criminal justice system interacts with marginalized people, African Americans in particular.\textsuperscript{91} My foci here are the compounding and escalating effects of police interactions with people of color; specifically, the ways in which such encounters often prove both mentally disabling and constitutive of mental vulnerability. Indeed, “[r]ecent studies suggest that Terry stops are typically harsh encounters in which physical violence, racial/ethnic degradation, and homophobia are commonplace, raising the potential for adverse mental health effects.”\textsuperscript{92} As these encounters often quickly escalate, any reference by the suspect to rights discourse or constitutional law is read as situational disobedience and is (mis)interpreted as bespeaking disrespect, aberrant mental thought

\textsuperscript{89} Ribet, supra note 13, at 214.

\textsuperscript{90} \textit{Angela Y. Davis, Are Prisons Obsolete} 28 (2003).


\textsuperscript{92} Geller et al., supra note 16, at 2321–27.
processes, and/or obstructionism, and is ultimately deemed criminal—this is the felonization process.

On the other hand, such interactions take a psychological toll, proving to be yet another tax on blackness,93 subjecting already vulnerable members of society to even more subjugation, and impacting the physical and psychological well-being of the “suspect” in such situations. For instance, sequelae94 of subjugation to racism include both hypertension and high blood pressure.95 Intersecting gender dynamics reveal that Black women who had been victimized by racism were “31% more likely to develop breast cancer than were those who did not report racial discrimination.”96 These realities reveal the significant health consequences from racist interactions—this should not be dismissed.

A. Historical Context

Every social phenomenon is the result of historical process, that is societal factors operating over a period of time through human


95. David H. Chae et al., Do Experiences of Racial Discrimination Predict Cardiovascular Disease Among African-American Men? The Moderating Role of Internalized Negative Racial Group Attitudes, 71 SOC. SCI. MED. 1182, 1182 (2010). “Self-reported experiences of racial discrimination and the internalization of negative racial group attitudes are both found to be risk factors for cardiovascular disease among African American men, and the combination of internalizing negative beliefs about Blacks and the absence of reported racial discrimination are associated with particularly poor cardiovascular health.” Brian D. Smedley, The Lived Experience of Race and Its Health Consequences, 102 AM. J PUB. HEALTH 933, 934 (2012). “[P]erceived race-based discrimination is positively associated with smoking among African Americans, and smokers find the experience of discrimination more stressful.” Id. at 933. “Experiences of racial discrimination also are associated with poor health among Asian Americans. A recent national survey of Asian Americans found that everyday discrimination was associated with a variety of health conditions, such as chronic cardiovascular, respiratory, and pain-related health issues. Filipinos reported the highest level of discrimination, followed by Chinese Americans and Vietnamese Americans.” Id. at 934.

96. Smedley, supra note 95, at 934.
interaction . . . As soon as large-scale phenomena are investigated, account must be taken of the historical facet.97

The legacy of our collective history has implications for contemporary criminal law. In the early 1900s, the simultaneous construction of the “feebleminded” with the menace of genetic criminality fueled fervent eugenics impulses.98 Additionally, constructions of madness have been used to further multiply intersecting oppression, including raced, gendered, classed, and sexualized oppression.99


98. So long as southern Whites did not expect African Americans to contribute substantially to the intellectual progress of civilization, the need for eugenic improvement of Blacks lost urgency. African Americans did not need eugenic improvement to be hewers of wood and drawers of water. Moreover, Alabamians believed that strict segregation, enforced by extralegal violence, prevented miscegenation and any “pollution” of the white gene pool by mixed-race individuals who “passed” as white. Black feeble-mindedness would therefore be contained within the black population, which might hasten a “final solution” to the “Negro problem” as African Americans succumbed to dysgenic evolutionary pressures. Dorr, supra note 48, at 389.

“Alabama’s physicians approached the menace of criminality and feeble mindedness from the same ideological perspective as their Virginia colleagues . . . . ‘[T]he moral disposition for good and evil, including criminal tendencies . . . are transmitted from . . . one generation to another . . . and is as firmly believed by all scientific men as the fact that parents transmit’ physical characteristics to their children. Arguing for eugenic segregation, Sommerville claimed that ‘born criminals’ were ‘degenerates’ and ‘true moral imbeciles’ and could never be reformed and should be ‘confined indefinitely and forever.’” Id. at 383–84.

At the same meeting, Dr. John E. Purdon explicitly linked the social and therapeutic functions of eugenics. Taking as “a physiological and psychological axiom, that weakness begets weakness” and that, “sooner or later, in the struggle for existence . . . the weaker must go to the wall,” Purdon worried that humanitarianism created “preservative powers which assist the imperfect individual to escape the consequences of his physical and moral malformation.” As a result, the disabled survived and procreated, threatening to flood civilization with more of their kind. Sterilization offered “the simplest and most perfect plan” to achieve “the perfection of the race.” Id. at 384.

99. See Fee, supra note 30, at 13 (“Closely connected is the problem of how meanings of madness have historically been used as tools of oppression along lines of gender, as well as sexuality and race.”).
For instance, the absurd medical diagnoses of Drapetomania, “the disease causing negroes to run away,” and Dysaesthesia Aethiopica, “a disease peculiar to negroes—called . . . rascality,” promulgated by Dr. Samuel Cartwright, Chairman of the Medical Association of Louisiana, are helpful for understanding the racialized “scientific” underpinnings of mental disability. These diagnoses invoked disciplinary responses through the criminal justice system or private sanction. For instance, “[i]f not sold away, a runaway [slave] was summarily punished . . . Runaways were usually stripped, bound and whipped (the laws varied, but often included a specific number of lash strokes to be administered) and then their backs were washed in brine, a salt solution, to intensify the pain.”

Such punitive responses to a slave’s asserted personhood were fundamentally structured, as slaves were legally property and their efforts of resistance were, by definition, considered criminal. This information is important in elucidating the ways in which historical processes infiltrate medical “knowledge” and, in turn, underwrite criminal processes. These two historical medical “diagnoses” are insightful in problematizing the social phenomenon at work in contemporary policing.

The diagnosis of Drapetomania, “[was determined to be] as much a disease of the mind as any other species of mental alienation.”


102. Katherine Bankole Kemi, Slavery and Medicine: Enslavement and Medical Practices in Antebellum Louisiana 16 (1998) (“Chronic runaways would be locked in plantation prisons each night and on weekends after laboring in the fields. Other chronic runaways were permanently consigned to the prisons of the towns and cities often labeled ‘the old ball and chain.’”).

103. Id.


105. See Cartwright, supra note 100.
historical context of this diagnosis was the lack of contentment of
slaves. It was prescribed that if they were not compliant and content
through “awe and reverence [of their masters, it] must be exacted
from them, or they will despise their masters.” Of course, when
docile satisfaction was not manifest, discipline was in order. The
prescription was clear:

[It was] decidedly in favor of whipping them out of it, as a
preventive measure against absconding, or other bad conduct. It
was called whipping the devil out of them . . . . [I]f any one of [sic]
more of them, at any time, are inclined to raise their heads to a level
with their master or overseer, humanity and their own good require
that they should be punished until they fall into that submissive state
which it was intended for them to occupy . . . .

Dysaethesia Aethiopica, “or hebetude of mind and obtuse
sensibility of body,” also known as rascality, similarly assigned
mental illness to a failure to support white supremacy. Interestingly,
this diagnosis was determined to be most appropriate for “free
negroes,” who were “apt to do much mischief.” Such “rascality”
was perceived to be symptomatic of negro liberty, as “[t]he disease is
the natural offspring of negro liberty—the liberty to be idle, to wallow
in filth, and to indulge in improper food and drinks.”

These “diagnoses” were created to construct subservience,
deference, and obedience. When Black subjects did not demonstrate
these “virtues,” it was the prerogative of the white master to exact
compliance through force. Now, do I think contemporary police
officers know of these diagnoses? Of course not. But are there

106. Id.
107. Id.
108. Id.
109. Id.
110. Id.
111. See id. (instructing how to “treat” runaway slaves).
situational dynamics in contemporary policing that are demonstrable of similar diagnostic techniques and prescriptions? Yes, contemporary policing practices are not ahistorical, nor do they exist in cultural contextual vacuums. It makes me wonder how much racist medico-legal history lingers in service of contemporary societal constructs that work for the containment, or elimination, of blackness as degenerative. As noted physician George Rosen stated, “[a]s soon as large-scale phenomena are investigated, account must be taken of the historical facet.”

These two “diagnoses” form part of a racialized medical edifice in which physicians and psychiatrists routinely exploited Black bodies, and minds, in furtherance of medical advancements and their own careers. Take for example the medico-history of gynecology, which is tainted by the unanesthetized experiments routinely performed on female slaves in furtherance of breeding. Also consider the development of anesthesia, specifically ether, through experimental amputations performed on slaves, or the perfection of the cesarean section and ovarirotomies through experimentation on female

112.
In contrast to the illness among the unfit, morbidity among white elites—whose class status and race certified their fitness—deserved curative therapy. Curing these people would ensure the perpetuation of “fit germ plasm,” . . . . Moreover, recognizing that a subset of the “superior” white race—so-called poor white trash—was really inferior blurred the lines between black and white, superior and inferior, male and female, able and disabled . . . . In the long term, eugenics would give way to the confluence of changing science and rising social activism—modern genetics and the civil rights movement would quash, but not eradicate the hereditarian thinking that sought to parse humanity into the curable fit and the disabled defective.

Dorr, supra note 48, at 391–92.


114. See Camille Nelson, American Husbandry: Legal Norms Impacting the Production of (Re)productivity, 19 YALE J. L. & FEMINISM 1, 4 (2007) (providing background of gynecologist Dr. Sims).

115. See Harriet A. Washington, Medical Apartheid: The Dark History of Medical Experimentation on Black Americans from Colonial Times to the Present 70 (2008) (“Whatever his ethical sins, Sims’s surgical exploitation of enslaved blacks was consonant with the medical practice of his time. For black women, forced experimentation was the standard of care.”).

116. The procedure was perfected, however, by Dr. Francois Marie Prevost, a Louisiana surgeon. Id. Prevost performed thirty of thirty-seven cesarean sections on enslaved women. Id. at 70 (first surgery and twenty-nine others on slaves). His first operation was on an enslaved woman who had a “contracted pelvis.” Id. Many enslaved women required caesareans because malnutrition often led to improper bone development and malformed pelvises. See id. Louisiana physicians had performed the operation fifteen times between 1822 and 1861. Id. All of the procedures were performed on enslaved women. Id.
slaves. If these instances of abuse seem a part of a long distant past, one might consider the experiments using African Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Japanese Americans, contrasted with a control group of Caucasians, to ascertain whether race played a role in how soldiers responded to mustard gas exposure. There are also the Tuskegee syphilis experiments in which 399 African American men were neither told they were infected with the disease, nor treated. It is also well known that throughout the 1960s and early 1970s, medical researchers at the University of Cincinnati exposed at least 90 cancer patients to large doses of radiation to study how much radiation a soldier could withstand before becoming disabled or disoriented. Two-thirds of those irradiated were Black.

Not surprisingly, most of the medical subjects were poor or working-class people. In fact, these raced and classed moments of

---

117. See Washington, supra note 115, at 70. Dr. McDowell “perfected this dangerous and excruciatingly radical surgery on his four slave women.” Id.

118. See id. at 59. He referred to the subjects as being of his ‘own family.’ Evidence suggests that most if not all of the initial test subjects were Jefferson’s slaves. When the initial vaccinations were successful he vaccinated an additional seventy to eighty members of ‘my own family.’ In all it is estimated he tested the vaccination on two-hundred slaves including his own and the slaves of his neighbors and his son in law.


123. Dicke, supra note 121.
medical marginalization continue today. One might even consider the recent revelations about the toxic water system in Flint Michigan


as showing similar willingness to imperil and risk the lives of Black people, including children.125 If General Motors thought it best not to use the water supply, as it was corrosive to their parts, how much more troublesome is the fact that the people of Flint were left to drink this water?126

But systems of knowledge do not operate in isolation. Rather, they infiltrate and inform one another—medicine infuses law, as law interacts with economics, and economics implicates politics, and so on. Knowledge of the history of such medico-legal commissions and omissions allows for a more robust understanding, and interrogation, of contemporary policing policies, patterns, and practices.

Historical sensitivity . . . identifies . . . ‘the societal factors operating over a period of time’ that create the racial health disparities in the first place. By locating such factors and the human agents, decision-making, and the exercise of political power behind them, we are reminded that these disparities are not natural but created and thus undoable, however awesome the task. Finally, history forces us to reflect on the very way we interpret these inequalities, often exposing long, sometimes disturbing, lineages behind current ways of thinking, while also opening promising but less examined questions that have been sidelined.127

Given the above, I think it is appropriate to consider the ways in which the police shooting of Walter Scott,128 in the back, as this 50-year-old man attempted to flee on foot, may evince traces of the diagnosis of Drapetomania. As we have seen, “the disease causing

126. Julie Lurie, A Toxic Timeline of Flint’s Water Fiasco: This is How a Nightmare Unfolds, MOTHER JONES (Jan. 26, 2016), http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2016/01/flint-lead-water-crisis-timeline [https://perma.cc/PSWU-B5VU] (“General Motors says it will stop using Flint River water in its plants after workers notice that the water corrodes engine parts.”).
127. Chowkwanyun, supra note 40, at 266.
128. See Wortham, supra note 58.
negroes to run away” was met with the disciplinary force modality both for the rationale of punishment and deterrence.

B. Instances of Lethal Escalation or Controversial Killings—Increased Contact, Increased Killing

Extrapolating further, what might an analysis of the recent controversial police killing of seventeen-year-old Chicago teenager Laquan McDonald, through the firing of sixteen shots\textsuperscript{129} by Chicago police, and subsequent cover up, reveal when analyzed through the lens of medico-legal lineages? A possible interpretation of the killing calls into question the police recourse to a disciplinary force steeped in racialized views of Mr. McDonald’s defiance in walking away, or perhaps his swagger, as indicative of his seeming “rascality” in failing to comply with officer directions.\textsuperscript{130} Given the factual discrepancies now evident from the released video footage,\textsuperscript{131} which contradict police statements, the teen seemed to be oppositional in the last moments of his life only insofar as his failure to stop walking away from officers and his apparent decision not to adhere to whatever instructions the officers may then have been giving. Thus, contrary to the post-killing statements of Chicago police, Laquan McDonald appears to have been shot because of his disobedience, perhaps

\begin{equation}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
130. \text{See Nelson, supra note 1, at 18, n.61. “The problem with police brutality is that sometimes, officers react with violence to defiance. Minorities might be more defiant, might give the cops more sass. And people who do that are likely to get hit, especially if the officer has a racist attitude.” Id.}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
131. \text{See Drash, supra note 129. For instance, it was evident after the release of dash cam footage the remarkable differences in accounts, appearing to create a “conspiracy” whereby officers were justified to use lethal force. See id. According to the officer, “McDonald was holding the knife in his right hand, in an underhand grip with the blade pointed forward. He was swinging the knife in an aggressive, exaggerated manner.” Id. “[The officer] ordered McDonald to ‘Drop the knife!’ multiple times. McDonald ignored [the officer’s] verbal direction to drop the knife and continued to advance toward [the officer] . . . . McDonald raised the knife across his chest and over his shoulder, pointing the knife at [the officer]. [The officer] believed McDonald was attacking [him] with the knife and attempting to kill [him]. In defense of his life, [the officer] backpedaled and fired his handgun at McDonald to stop the attack.” Id. The video, however, shows McDonald walking away from officers with a knife in his hand. See id. The officer began firing approximately six seconds after arriving, and fired sixteen shots in fifteen seconds. See id. McDonald never faced the officer. See id. The officer subsequently emptied the magazine from his 9-mm Smith & Wesson handgun, striking McDonald sixteen times—most while limp on the ground. See id.}
\end{equation}
Dysaethesia Aethiopica, not because he posed a threat to the lives of the officers.\footnote{See Drash, supra note 129 (“Comparing the officers’ accounts of the moment of the shooting with the video reveals stunning differences and what appears to be a conspiracy to create a scenario in which deadly force would be justified.”).}


Young black men were nine times more likely than other Americans to be killed by police officers in 2015, according to the findings of a Guardian study that recorded a final tally of 1,134 deaths at the hands of law enforcement officers [in 2015]. Despite making up only 2\% of the total US population, African American males between the ages of 15 and 34 comprised more than 15\% of all deaths logged this
year by an ongoing investigation into the use of deadly force by police. Their rate of police-involved deaths was five times higher than for white men of the same age. Paired with official government mortality data, this new finding indicates that about one in every 65 deaths of a young African American man in the US is a killing by police.137

This stark reality is compounded by the decades long trend away from the institutionalization of the mentally ill.138 By some accounts, of those individuals killed by police in 2015, a quarter were suffering from mental illness or manifesting some psychological disturbance.139 Other dynamics also add to the likelihood that police will encounter mentally vulnerable people in increasing numbers.

137. Swaine et al., supra note 133.
Not only are greater numbers of mentally ill people counted amongst our swelling homeless populations,\textsuperscript{140} many of our veterans are understandably psychologically impacted from their service and are vulnerable to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), among other ailments.\textsuperscript{141} It is not surprising then that “in 45 [of the] cases [examined by the Washington post in 2015], police were called to help someone get medical treatment, or after the person had tried and failed to get treatment on his own.”\textsuperscript{142} In other words, in a number of these lethal encounters between law enforcement and civilians, the police were initially sought out to help a person who was mentally vulnerable.

Adding yet another layer to this dynamic is the challenge of managing prison populations in which a significant segment of the population is mentally ill.\textsuperscript{143} Whereas nine percent of the general population is believed to have some type of mental vulnerability, it is estimated that approximately twenty-six percent of state and federal prisoners suffer from at least one diagnosable mental illness.\textsuperscript{144} One particularly consequential aspect of this reality is that prisoners who have untreated mental health issues are often rearrested post-release.\textsuperscript{145}

\textsuperscript{140} See Steven Raphael & Michael A. Stoll, Assessing the Contribution of the Deinstitutionalization of the Mentally Ill to Growth in the U.S. Incarceration Rate, 42 J. LEGAL STUD. 187, 191 (2013) (“To the extent that outpatient mental health services are inadequate, deinstitutionalization exposes severely and chronically mentally ill individuals to a number of competing risks. A risk that has received considerable attention concerns the relationship between untreated mental illness and homelessness. A competing risk that has received less attention concerns the probability of incarceration.”).

\textsuperscript{141} See Val Willingham, Study: Rates of Many Mental Disorders Much Higher in Soldiers than in Civilians, CNN (Mar. 4, 2014), http://www.cnn.com/2014/03/03/health/jama-military-mental-health/ [https://perma.cc/XW7X-EQLJ] (finding U.S. soldiers suffer from mental illness at rates higher than civilians); see also Anderson et al., supra note 139 (“Nearly a dozen of the mentally distraught people killed were military veterans, many of them suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder as a result of their service, according to police or family members.”).

\textsuperscript{142} Anderson et al., supra note 139.


\textsuperscript{144} Id.

\textsuperscript{145} See id.
1. Whither the Data

A noteworthy challenge to fully apprising oneself of the complexity, scope, and meaning of deadly policing interactions is the lack of official data tracking the reporting such incidents. The U.S. Attorney General’s office seemed to waiver with respect to previous commitments to track instances of police killings. Former U.S. Attorney General (AG) Eric Holder found the lack of data on such interactions “unacceptable,” stating that:

[He] heard from a number of people who have called on policymakers to ensure better record-keeping on injuries and deaths that occur at the hands of police. [He had] also spoken with law enforcement leaders—including the leadership of the Fraternal Order of Police—who have urged elected officials to consider strategies for collecting better data on officer fatalities . . . . [His] response to these legitimate concerns is simple: We need to do both.

Blurring the official response, former U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch stated that the federal government should not mandate such reporting, noting instead that, “[t]he statistics are important, but the real issues are: ‘what steps are we all taking to connect communities . . . with police and back with government?’” It would seem to me, however, that we can do both. Attorney General Lynch had constructed a false binary, casting data collection and improved community policing as antithetical. They are not mutually exclusive; indeed, the former may go a long way to improving the latter.

Regardless of the statements of the AG, it was expected that the Department of Justice (DOJ) would pilot a partially crowd sourced database tracking police killings in 2016. This was welcome news that would add to efforts to track police killings, such as the
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Guardian’s The Counted,\textsuperscript{151} the Fatal Encounters database,\textsuperscript{152} Stolen Lives,\textsuperscript{153} and the Washington Post Police Shootings Count,\textsuperscript{154} all of which pushed government responsiveness to the lack of official data collection. While police departments were urged to report the killings by police, actual reporting was entirely discretionary.\textsuperscript{155} Unfortunately, the exercise of police discretion in the reporting of killings by police resulted in significant undercounting.\textsuperscript{156} For example:

A report issued by Justice Department officials in March said that an average of 545 people killed by local and state law enforcement officers in the US went uncounted in the government’s two official records every year for almost a decade. The report estimated that there had been “an average of 928 law enforcement homicides per year,” indicating that the FBI’s published count of 414 such deaths in 2009, for example, underestimated the total by 124\textperthousand.\textsuperscript{157}

As with the exercise of policing discretion in the felonization process, here too the exercise of police discretion has negative implications for people of color.\textsuperscript{158} In 2011, 31\% of police reports to
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the FBI about killings, referred to as supplementary homicide reports, omitted important information such as the age, sex, and race of the person who had been killed by police. It is noteworthy that when the person killed by police was a Black man, basic identifying information was omitted 39.9% of the time. This absence of data undermines the possibility of serious empirical study, and impedes the analysis of police killings. When a life is taken by police officer(s), no matter the reason, police should be mandated to report the killing.

2. Manifestations of Discretion: Racialized Disablement

The disparate numbers of deaths from police use of force call into question the exercise of police discretion more broadly. From the initial interaction with persons of interest, to the reporting of questionable police actions, the use of policing discretion often has dire consequences for those who are societally marginalized, especially individuals whose SIC is negatively racialized and mentally vulnerable.

Such use of discretion was recently a topic of a New York Times Magazine cover story, A Black Police Officer's Fight Against the N.Y.P.D. Succinctly highlighting the ways in which the discretionary exercise of police attention and interaction disparately impacts communities of color, it was noted that:

Legally, individual officers have the power to decide how to deal with certain minor offenses. Some officers, trying to increase their totals of summonses and arrests for the month, hide in bathrooms and closets meant for subway employees, peeking out through vents so they can jump out at anyone foolish or desperate enough to vault the turnstiles. If the offender, typically a teenager, lacks an ID or has a criminal record, the officer can make an arrest. According to a recent analysis by the advocacy group the Police Reform Organization Project, 92 percent of those arrested for theft of service in 2015 were black, Hispanic or Asian. Those offenders who aren’t arrested are generally summoned to court to pay a $100 fine. If they fail to pay it or forget the court date or miss an appearance for any reason, the judge signs an arrest warrant.
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Thus, the exercise of discretion by police officers presents an important vantage point from which to operationalize the theory of societal disablement. Even moderate Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor noted, in her powerful dissent in *Atwater v. City of Lago Vista*, the troublesome prospect of permitting law enforcement officers unfettered discretion in arresting suspects incident to minor infractions:

Such unbounded discretion carries with it grave potential for abuse. The majority takes comfort in the lack of evidence of “an epidemic of unnecessary minor-offense arrests.” But the relatively small number of published cases dealing with such arrests proves little and should provide little solace. Indeed, as the recent debate over racial profiling demonstrates all too clearly, a relatively minor traffic infraction may often serve as an excuse for stopping and harassing an individual. After [the decision in *Atwater*], the arsenal available to any officer extends to a full arrest and the searches permissible concomitant to that arrest.

And so the site of police and civilian interaction becomes fraught. The physical and mental health of persons stopped by police is often compromised through such contact because these are not benign encounters. For instance, in New York City it was reported that half of these stops involved some physical contact, such as a frisk, and officers themselves indicate that there was “use of force” in 20% of these stops. “The physically invasive, often rough manner in which officers approach citizens raises the risk of injury. Qualitative research suggests that young men are often thrown to the ground or slammed against walls in these encounters.” Individuals stopped by the police may also endure emotional trauma from such treatment in the face of unwarranted accusations of wrongdoing.

In this milieu, those protesting their innocence, accusing the officer of excessive use of force, or disputing their seizure often experience enhanced, meaning forceful, police responses. This is the space in
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which felonization of those who are “crazy enough”\textsuperscript{170} to be disobedient to an armed police officer, or who are perceived as “rascals,”\textsuperscript{171} due to their “sass,”\textsuperscript{172} back-chat, attitude, or disrespect are felonized. As one commentator remarked, “You disrespect the police officer, the officer has ways of showing you that he has the last word.”\textsuperscript{173}

Given the hyper-scrutiny of policing in communities of color, it is not particularly surprising that people whose SIC is negatively racialized and mentally vulnerable are disparately abused, especially given the reinforcing legacies of our medico-legal history. The news reports\textsuperscript{174} of racialized incidents bespeak these dangerous interactions where the intersection of mental vulnerability and negative racialization catalyze the felonization process. Unfortunately, there are too many such incidents to fully document in this short paper, their patterns too familiar, and their occurrence too regular.

While the police encounters below unquestioningly track media reports, they raise the specter of police hyper-scrutiny and escalating policing practices, which are not serving the needs of suspects whose SIC\textsuperscript{175} is consistently felonized. These brief accounts of recent police killings exemplify policing practices that have increasingly come to
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national attention, even during the writing of this Article. They raise issues of police policies and training for working with mentally vulnerable people, Taser and firearms protocols, the disproportionate and/or disparate use of force, and concern for escalation when police are confronted with situational disobedience, especially from mentally vulnerable suspects.

Some of the police killings of mentally vulnerable people involve police responding to reports of gun brandishing suspects, like Mr. Calvin Smith, a 22-year-old Black man who had recently received treatment at a mental health facility. After responding to a report that someone was destroying property, Baton Rouge police shot and killed Mr. Smith following a car chase and gun battle. So too, Mr. Christopher Kalonji, a 19-year-old Black man with a history of mental illness in Clackamas County, Oregon, was reported to have been armed with an assault rifle and threatening his family. Despite the officers’ assessment that Mr. Kalonji was suffering a mental health crisis, for which they called the Behavioral Health Unit, the situation nonetheless escalated, the SWAT team was summoned, and police shot Mr. Kalonji to death.
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Other mentally vulnerable people of color who were killed by police are said to have had knives. For instance, in the shooting of 26-year-old Mr. Darin Hutchins, police were initially flagged down to deal with a man alleged to have been threatening to stab people at a child’s party. Thereafter, Baltimore police shot Mr. Hutchins when he reportedly refused to obey commands to drop the knife. Similarly, Baltimore County police shot and killed Mr. Edward Donnell Bright Sr., a 54-year-old Black man, after responding to a call about a man wielding a knife outside of a convenience store. Police first tazed Mr. Bright, but claim that, “[t]he Taser didn’t have any effect on him, did not cause him to drop the knife, so at that point, our officers removed their service weapons.” Thereafter, Mr. Bright was fatally shot after “approaching” the officers.

In some other notable encounters, when contacting police for help, concerned relatives specifically mentioned that their loved ones were suffering from mental health issues. For instance, Mr. Michael Noel, a Black man in Louisiana, was unarmed when he was shot dead by the St. Martin Parish sheriff’s department. His family had called the police requesting help with Mr. Noel, who was suffering an acute mental health crisis. In the same way, Ms. Denise Bonilla, the wife of the late Mr. David Garcia, a Latino man, called police for
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assistance as her husband was threatening to commit suicide, due to financial stress.191 Wasco, California police, alleging that Mr. Garcia brandished a knife, shot him on his front lawn, in front of his wife and three children.192 Speaking about her regret in calling police, Ms. Bonilla stated:

Now my thing is if I wouldn’t have called 9-1-1, if I would have rushed him to the hospital myself, he might have still been alive.

What are we supposed to do if we can’t trust the people that we think are there to help us? Are we supposed to tell them go ahead commit suicide because they are going to kill you anyway?193

Likewise, Yolanda Dozier, the mother of Mr. Dewayned Deshawn Ward Jr., a 29-year-old Black man who suffered from schizophrenia, called police for assistance with her abusive son, who was ultimately shot to death by the officers.194 Ms. Dozier has questioned and critiqued the police use of their guns, instead of less lethal methods.195 “All my son needed was treatment,” she said in an interview.196 “If the doctors, the hospital and the police would have helped him when I asked for it, none of this would have happened.”197 According to police, Mr. Ward, who had barricaded himself behind a door, charged at officers with a butcher’s knife, after Contra Costa County Sheriff
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deputies kicked in the door, causing them to fire two shots into his chest and two into his abdomen.\textsuperscript{198}

The suspects involved in the above encounters were both negatively racialized and mentally vulnerable, a dynamic which, in the policing context, I have elsewhere referred to as Foundational Intersectionality.\textsuperscript{199} In these cases, “[t]he police either received information regarding the mentally disordered status of the suspect or quickly assumed that the suspect had a diagnosable mental illness.”\textsuperscript{200}

Surely police, especially, those who attend at the scene with awareness that the suspect is displaying mental illness, should be better equipped to handle the suspect, short of recourse to lethal force. The use of such force when dealing with the mentally ill is particularly problematic when police at the scene have actual knowledge of mental vulnerability and, thus, a sense of why the suspect may not be compliant. While police are trained to shoot center mass to either stop or kill, depending on semantics,\textsuperscript{201} and assert that this is necessary and justifiable in high-stakes encounters,\textsuperscript{202} by contrast, the nature of some of these situations involved requests to help an obviously disturbed individual, who was known to be suffering from a mental health crisis.

I would suggest that in such circumstances the police must take a different approach and employ tactics better attuned to a devolving mental health crisis. This is where consideration of the appropriateness of the infusion of an interdisciplinary treatment modality would be preferable to recourse to a disciplinary force modality.\textsuperscript{203} Sadly, this is but one of the scenarios in which people of color seem disparately at risk for death at the hands of police. Due to
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SIC, over policing results in an inordinate amount of manufactured contact between police and people of color.  

The aforementioned hyper-scrutiny of communities of color, endemic in contemporary policing practices, creates a dangerous duality—with increased police contact, comes the increased likelihood of escalating encounters. Thus, the enhanced risk to people of color is in the increased likelihood of devolving police contact. The risk to the person engaged by police is contingent on SIC, as police perception of situational disobedience triggers the felonization process. 

As the New York Times Magazine noted, such police contact is intentional and manufactured. It is present in communities of color, just as it is relatively absent in White and affluent neighborhoods. This duality is intentional and deliberately constructed to criminalize communities of color, thereby subjecting common behaviors to discretionary police scrutiny. This is rarely a good thing for anyone. 

Most of this [discretionary policing] activity took place in minority neighborhoods. In predominantly black Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn, for example, officers issued more than 2,000 summonses a year between 2008 and 2011 to people riding their bicycles on the sidewalk, according to the Marijuana Arrest Research Project, a nonprofit that studies police policy. During the same period, officers gave out an average of eight bike tickets a year in predominantly white and notably bike-friendly Park Slope. All told, between 2001 and 2013, black and Hispanic people were more than four times as likely as whites to receive summonses for minor violations, according to an analysis by the New York Civil Liberties Union.
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The type of over policing described above leads to the plethora of statistics presented below. They point to the fallacy of a post-racial America and reveal the over-policing and racial profiling faced, and feared, by many Black and Latino/a people in the United States. The very police contact, itself, creates enhanced risk, stress, and potential disablement.

For instance, Black people (including adults, children and those identifying as multiracial Black) make up only 14% of the total U.S. population. Within this population, 14% of Black adults have had contact with police, compared with 15% of Latino/a adults, and 18% of White adults, who represent the largest population in the United States. Yet Black motorists are nearly twice as likely to be arrested in the ensuing encounter, and approximately three times as likely as White motorists, to have force used on them during interactions with police. So, while Black motorists are stopped at approximately the same rate as White and Latino/a drivers, Black motorists are three times more likely (12%) than White motorists (4%), and twice as likely as Latino/a motorists (6%), to be searched during a traffic stop. Given these disparate numbers, it is not surprising that Black people account for 20% of total arrests in the United States.

Unfortunately, these systemic practices start early; social discrimination commences as soon as Black children attend school and quickly punctures any assumptions of lived equality. For example, 16% of people under the age of eighteen are Black, yet 32% of total juvenile arrests in the U.S. are of Black youth. Similarly, the criminalization of urban, predominantly of color schools has resulted in Black youth representing 24% of enrollment in school
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systems with an enrollment of 50,000 or more students, but roughly 35% of school arrests.\textsuperscript{216}

Adding another intersectional layer of concern, 38\% of Black transgender people who have encountered police report that they have been harassed.\textsuperscript{217} Of Black transgender people who have so encountered police, 15\% report having experienced a physical assault.\textsuperscript{218}

Many people of color have had such experiences. Even before Eric Garner ushered his now famous last gasps, “I can’t breathe. I can’t breathe. I can’t breathe. I can’t breathe. I can’t breathe. I can’t breathe. I can’t breathe. I can’t breathe,”\textsuperscript{219} he poignantly captured a sentiment about racial profiling. As he was engaged by the police officer, he commented on the debilitating and exasperating experience of being hyper-scrutinized by law enforcement.\textsuperscript{220} Criticizing the street level harassment encountered by many people of color, he said:\textsuperscript{221}

Get away [garbled] . . . for what? Every time you see me, you want to mess with me. I’m tired of it. It stops today. Why would you . . . ? Everyone standing here will tell you I didn’t do nothing. I did not sell nothing. Because every time you see me, you want to harass me. You want to stop me (garbled) Selling cigarettes. I’m minding my business, officer, I’m minding my business. Please just leave me alone. I told you the last time, please just leave me alone. Please please, don’t touch me. Do not touch me.\textsuperscript{222}

Instead of defusing these situations of perceived or real situational disobedience, frustrated, annoyed, or enraged police officers utilize techniques that escalate the situation, and all too often the result is injury, or death, of the suspect. Thus, these encounters are often precarious for the people of color involved in, and vicariously witnessing, the encounter. These are some of the contested sites within which people of color who are felonized experience impactful, and often debilitating stress, and through which unhealthy coping
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methods are generated. The stress dynamic is particularly problematic as it operates in compounding ways, both as an originator of ailment, and as an inhibitor of recovery. Specifically, it is understood that being a racial minority leads to greater stress. As Jason Silverstein, writing for The Atlantic, noted:

[B]eing a racial minority leads to greater stress . . . this stress leads to poorer mental and physical health. But this is not only because stress breaks the body down. It is also because stress pushes people to cope in unhealthy ways. When we feel stressed, we may want a drink and, if we want a drink, we may also want a cigarette. But discrimination is not just any form of stress. It is a type of stress that disproportionately affects minorities.

Harkening to intersectionality theory, we understand the exponential implications of this cycle. Not only are societally marginalized people (i.e., those whose SIC is negatively racialized and mentally vulnerable) socially disabled and disadvantaged, but they are often structurally under-resourced, and disparately ill-equipped to cope with, or mitigate, this stress in healthy ways. Moreover, recognizing the prevalence and possible implications of individual and structural racism leads to a hyper-vigilance and fear of encountering...
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racists or racism. Specifically, “merely anticipating prejudice” may lead to stress responses, including cardiovascular and psychological reactions. Thus, the more one can predict that one’s day-to-day activities will be interrupted by encounters with police, the more stressed, and potentially debilitated, one is likely to become. Such contact is spatially predictable—the amount of regular contact one has with law enforcement is contingent on SIC, and is infused with subjective police notions of where one does, and does not belong. This too is constructed.

C. Guaranteeing Inequality: Marginalizing Structures and Systems by Design

In terms of policing, residential segregation ensures two things and presents a catch-22. First, people of color are clustered in discernable areas, deemed “high-crime areas,” and thus over-
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Second, the presence of people of color in predominantly White areas, or at least not in “high-crime areas” is, in turn, regarded with suspicion, and often leads to police contact. Thus, identity is both constructed and policed within places and spaces.

It should not be entirely surprising, then, that there are many negative health consequences associated with residential segregation as well. Indeed, it has been noted that segregation is a particularly noxious form of racism that directly impacts both mental and physical health:

One of the most significant examples of a form of structural racism that harms the health of people of color is residential segregation: many racial and ethnic minorities live in majority-minority communities that, on average, suffer from a disproportionate concentration of health risks (e.g., environmental degradation, an abundance of unhealthy foods, tobacco and alcohol products) and a relative lack of health-enhancing resources (e.g., geographic access to health care providers, full-service grocery stores, safe parks and recreational facilities). These neighborhood factors influence health in several ways. They exert effects on both physical and mental health through conditions such as levels of crime and violence, overcrowding, and environmental exposures.

Revealing the compounding concerns surfaced by intersectional analysis, proactive policing policies and practices disparately target socially disadvantaged communities, thereby exacerbating the
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challenges already faced by people who are socio-economically marginalized. Additionally, such policies also focus on young men suffering from mental vulnerabilities. Unsurprisingly, young men of color who report police encounters, especially those subjected to more intrusive types of contact, exhibited higher levels of anxiety and trauma in relation to these experiences. Therefore, it is now understood that policies, through which policing practices target and profile people of color for minor offenses, have disabling consequences for those so scrutinized. Specifically, imbedded in the statistics cited below are real health consequences for “felonized” people of color. The cascading consequences for communities of color should be obvious:

During the 1990s, the New York Police Department (NYPD) instituted a policy of arresting and detaining people for minor offenses that occur in public as part of their quality-of-life policing initiative... The number of NYPD arrests for smoking marijuana in public view (MPV)... increased from 3,000 in 1994 to over 50,000 in 2000, and have been about 30,000 in the mid-2000s. Most of these arrestees (84 percent) were minority; Blacks were 2.7 more likely and Hispanics 1.8 times more likely to be detained than Whites for an MPV arrest. Minorities received more severe dispositions, even controlling for demographics and prior arrest histories.
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238. Id. (“Observed health implications are strongest in the most intrusive encounters . . .”).
Young Black and Brown people are particularly vulnerable to such law enforcement scrutiny given policing protocols that focus attention on communities of color. Specifically, “[i]n the past 20 years, many cities have shifted to a proactive policing model in which officers actively engage citizens in high-crime areas to detect imminent criminal activity or disrupt circumstances interpreted as indicia that ‘crime is afoot.’” 241 Yet, despite the consistent prevalence of such policing statistics, we know that risky or anti-social behavior is not particular to any race and may be a common adolescent trait.242 Nonetheless, these tactics continue, especially in cities across the United States.

During the span of time between 2004 and 2012, the NYPD reported over four million proactive stops.243 Such phenomena also pervade cities such as Los Angeles and Philadelphia.244 Perhaps even more troubling is the impact of these policing practices on youth. For instance, half of Chicago school students report having been stopped by the police, and having been verbally mistreated, or told to “move on.”245 Moreover, a quarter to a third of these students reported having been searched by police.246 Overall, the burden of these policies, and the corollary disparate consequences of these tactics, is predominantly experienced by people whose SIC is young, Black and/or Latino, and male.247

Similarly, it is also commonly known that, relative to their White counterparts, motorists of color are neither particularly bad, nor speedy drivers. As such, the number of police stops of motorists of color reveals another troubling policing practice. For instance, a class action lawsuit against the Maryland State Police found that 98.3% of drivers on an interstate highway violated the rules by driving at speeds above the limit.248 Of those, 17.5% of the drivers were Black and 74.5% were White.249 However, over an 18-month period, a clear racialized pattern was found—72.9% of the motorists stopped, and

244. Id.
245. Id.
246. Id.
247. Id. (explaining Terry stops).
249. Id.
80.3% of the motorists searched, were Black as opposed to only 19.7% of White motorists.\textsuperscript{250}

These statistics betray a stark reality. Police tend to perceive risky, inappropriate, dangerous, or disruptive behavior as more pernicious and problematic when it is undertaken by a person of color.\textsuperscript{251} It does not matter that data shows that young White men tend to engage in more of this type of behavior; this fact has not resulted in their heightened scrutiny by police.\textsuperscript{252} Interestingly, police officers tend to demonstrate remarkable restraint in such circumstances, even when confronted by an armed White suspect.\textsuperscript{253}

Race is an important lens through which behavior, be that compliance, obedience, or respect, is assessed.\textsuperscript{254} Indeed, while race alone cannot establish reasonable suspicion or probable cause, police officers may use race as a factor in deciding to detain suspects.\textsuperscript{255} This has been the law of the land for some time, even in the “crimmigration” context.\textsuperscript{256} The Supreme Court, in United States v.

\begin{quote}
250. See id.
251. See Glennon, supra note 242, at 28 (“A recent household survey conducted by the Centers for Disease Control shows that, as a percentage of their demographic group, white male adolescents were more likely than black male adolescents to engage in risky and/or illegal conduct. White males were more likely to drive after drinking, carry a weapon, and bring a weapon to school, and they engaged in physical fights in approximately the same percentages as their black male peers.”); see also Jacqueline Howard, New Study Confirms Depressing Truth About Names and Racial Bias: Scientist Has “Never Been So Disgusted” by His Own Data, HUFFINGTON POST (Oct. 8, 2015), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/black-sounding-names-study_561697a5e4b0dbb8000d687/?utm_hp_ref=tw [https://perma.cc/V9ZP-DN6L] (“The study of mostly white participants shows that men with black-sounding names are more likely to be imagined as physically large, dangerous and violent than those with stereotypically white-sounding names.”).
252. See Glennon, supra note 242, at 28; Howard, supra note 251.
253. See Harmon Leon, 8 White People Who Pointed Guns at Police Officers and Managed Not to Get Killed, ALTERNET (Jan. 12, 2015), http://www.alternet.org/civil-liberties/8-white-people-who-pointed-guns-police-officers-and-managed-not-get-killed [https://perma.cc/2HEC-6KEN] (juxtaposing white and black gun-related encounters); see also Nelson, supra note 1, at 6 (begging the question of whether people of color are subject to excessive force).
\end{quote}
Brignoni-Ponce, held, in the context of Border Patrol, that race is a relevant factor in determining probable cause to detain a vehicle, which was suspected of transporting illegal migrants; however, it cannot be the only factor.

It does not matter whether a person of color is engaged in any criminal activity—the racially skewed exercise of police discretion ensures that the net of criminality is cast broadly for people of color, and is, alternatively, rather narrow for White Americans. This overbreadth, in turn ensures that “checks” for criminality structurally disadvantage people of color, who are often further jeopardized by escalating police interactions.

In 2011, there were 685,724 stops. In 70 of 76 precincts, greater than 50 percent of stops targeted blacks and Latinos. In 33 precincts, that number skyrockets to over 90 percent. Perhaps most shockingly, the number of stops of young black men (168,126) actually exceeded the number of young black men in New York City (158,406) . . . . The problem is that 90 percent of black and Latino men stopped were innocent. What might this mean in terms of heightened vigilance and stress? Not only must black and Latino people in New York anticipate acts of prejudice from the police, but they also must know innocence does not reduce the risk of harassment.

To walk through life with the myriad emotions and fears that this reality invokes can be overwhelming, stressful, and eventually


258. See Brignoni-Ponce, 422 U.S. at 887.

259. See CTR. FOR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, supra note 227 (Based on a series of interviews with people who have been stopped and frisked by police, this report “provide[s] evidence of how deeply this practice impacts individuals and . . . document[s] widespread civil and human rights abuses, including illegal profiling, improper arrests, inappropriate touching, sexual harassment, humiliation and violence at the hands of police officers. The effects of these abuses can be devastating and often leave behind lasting emotional, psychological, social, and economic harm.”).

260. Silverstein, supra note 21 (citing CTR. FOR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, supra note 227) (emphasis added).
debilitating, or disabling. Innocence for kids of color is fleeting, as hyper-scrutiny begins when the cuteness of infancy is past.\textsuperscript{261} Thus, it is noteworthy that, “[s]everal studies have linked depressive symptoms and other adverse mental health outcomes to experiences of discrimination. Specifically, research suggests that perceived discrimination, a psychosocial stressor, is a significant risk factor for the onset of depression among Blacks.”\textsuperscript{262}

The knowledge of recent events in which police have killed Black men,\textsuperscript{263} plus the knowledge that seemingly innocuous interactions with police rapidly degenerate into tazing or killing, equals a situation of vicarious debilitation for many people of color.\textsuperscript{264} Certainly, healthy coping strategies are beneficial, but maladaptive coping strategies for societal stresses abound.\textsuperscript{265} Not everyone is well-situated to have the resources, nor the time, let alone ability or money, to go for a walk in nature, ride a bike through a park,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{261} See Press Release, Am. Psychological Ass’n, \textit{supra} note 80 (stating that black children are perceived as four years older than their real age).
  \item \textsuperscript{262} Britt-Spells et al., \textit{supra} note 79, at 1–2.
  \item Depression is one of the leading causes of disability, leading to lost years of healthy life. It is expected to be the second leading cause of disease burden. \ldots The economic burden of depression in the United States due to medical expenses and lost productivity was approximately $83 billion. \ldots Compared to non-Hispanic White Americans, Black Americans report higher levels of depressive symptoms, with prevalence rates of approximately 8\% and 13\%, respectively (CDC, 2010). Research suggests that Blacks residing in the United States may be experiencing greater severity of depression than other racial or ethnic groups. African Americans have been identified to be more likely to report a greater disability secondary to major depressive disorder and more chronic and severe major depressive disorder than Whites and Black Caribbeans.
  \item \textsuperscript{264} See Walters et al., \textit{supra} note 57, at 180 (“The purpose of this article is to explicate the link between historical trauma and the concept of embodiment. After an interdisciplinary review of the 'state of the discipline,' we utilize ecosocial theory and the indigenist stress-coping model to argue that contemporary physical health reflects, in part, the embodiment of historical trauma.” The article also explores mental health sequel, particularly post-traumatic stress syndrome).
  \item \textsuperscript{265} See \textit{supra} note 223 and accompanying text.
\end{itemize}
meditate in a quiet pleasing setting, take a yoga class, go for a calming swim, or take a short nap, to re-center in this racialized quagmire.

In light of the recent killings of Black people by police in the United States, numerous commentators have shared their consequent personal trauma, depression, anxiety, and other forms of mental vulnerability. Indeed, psychologists and therapists are starting to speak about what they are seeing in their counseling sessions:

Racism, in all of its forms, takes a heavy toll on black people’s mental health, according to practicing therapists and psychologists. “Research has shown that racism has negative psychological consequences for African Americans such as increased symptoms of anxiety, depression and post-traumatic stress.” “Living in a society where there is constant portrayal of racial injustice (forms of microaggressions, ongoing discrimination, unarmed black people killed by law enforcement) can lead to chronic feelings of despair. Such negative and consistent thoughts can trigger severe depressive symptoms.”

In a world that truly prioritized inclusivity, and which sought to seriously eradicate discrimination, such debilitating and disabling societal occurrences would be mitigated. Similarly, in a society where racial differences carried no currency, consequential marginalization, or disablement, race would be innocuous and devoid of negative societal impact. Unfortunately, that is not, yet, our world. So, while Black and Brown men do not engage in criminality at disproportionate rates, they are nonetheless subject to arrest at disproportionate rates. Race remains central in how disability is constructed and perceived; it disparately impacts one’s life.


opportunities. Thus, our “raced ways of seeing” lead to the ascription of different motives and conclusions when the same or similar behavior or conduct is assessed. It is no wonder that many people of color want to escape this predicament.

Nonetheless, with respect to the phenomenon of running away from the police, the Supreme Court ruled in Illinois v. Wardlow, that flight in a high crime area passed Fourth Amendment scrutiny to justify a detention, even when the police lacked probable cause, or even reasonable suspicion, for the stop. The Court further stated that even “nervous, evasive behavior is a pertinent factor in determining reasonable suspicion.”

Wardlow is both a-historical and a-contextual for people of color. As has been discussed above, for people of color, interaction with law enforcement, and the criminal justice system more generally, often has disabling consequences. Especially for people whose SIC is negatively racialized and mentally vulnerable, interactions with police are often physically and mentally abusive. Over the last several decades, policing practices, particularly focused upon negatively racialized inner city communities, have wrought havoc,

269. For instance, research has established that:

African American boys are much more likely to be identified as disabled or delinquent than other children, including African American girls. Second, they are more likely than other children to be placed in educational, mental health, and juvenile justice programs that exert greater external control and deliver fewer services despite identified needs. Third, these negative experiences lead African American boys to stay away from or exit these institutional settings. These statistics are stark and disturbing. Unexplained by family structure, poverty, or culture, they reveal widespread institutional and personal racism.


271. See id.

272. 528 U.S. 119, 124 (2000) (“[I]t was not merely respondent’s presence in an area of heavy narcotics trafficking that aroused the officers’ suspicion, but his unprovoked flight upon noticing the police.”).

273. See id. at 124–25.

274. See id. at 124.

275. It is also important to recognize that many women of color have also been killed by police in recent years. See #SayHerName, AAPF, http://www.aapf.org/sayhername/ [https://perma.cc/A47B-D32L].

276. Geller et al., supra note 16, at 2321; see supra note 177.

making avoidance of police reasonable in many cases, and certainly understandable, given the often fatal consequences. Thus, it is no wonder that some people would wish to run.

When seemingly mundane interactions between police and people of color result in the death of the suspect, it is especially disconcerting. Death is the ultimate disabling consequence. In such interactions, police officers often escalate encounters precipitated by hyper-scrutiny, minor infractions, and help-seeking requests, when they are purportedly trained to deescalate and defuse such situations. The deaths of Mr. Christopher Kalonji, Mr. Michael Noel, Mr. David Garcia, and Mr. Dewayned Deshawn Ward, described above, surface these concerns.

Suspect Identity Construction (SIC) again helps to explain the refusal of police to better manage what they regard as situational disobedience. Instead of deescalating these situations, police seem to be invoking the logic of Dysaesthesia Aethiopica or Drapetomania to felonize suspects and justify enhanced disciplinary tactics. Seemingly responding as much to SIC as to ostensible criminal activity, police overreaction seems to track SIC, with particularly disabling consequences.

While clearly there are more dramatic instances of conflict behavior in police–citizen encounters—the high speed chase, the standoff—the more mundane conflict interactions are what are undermining police legitimacy. When conflict behavior manifests as noncompliance, when citizens refuse to cooperate, as was the case with Eric Garner, Mike Brown, Freddie Gray and Sandra Bland,

---

278. See id.

279. See, e.g., Capelouto, supra note 219 (quoting Eric Garner’s request to be left alone before dying in police custody); Smith, supra note 239 (detailing Bland’s traffic stop and subsequent events); see also Lopez, supra note 266 (finding, per study of FBI data, Black teens twenty-one times more likely than White to be shot and killed by police between 2010 and 2012); supra note 218 and accompanying text (citing critical facts of encounters between police and people of color); supra Part II.B (discussing deadly encounters between police and people of color).


281. See supra Part II.B; see also Cave & Oliver, supra note 135.
what begins as mundane can become lethal when conflict behavior escalates.\textsuperscript{282}

Recognizing the layered phenomenon that may cause people of color to flee from police, Justice Stevens issued a thoughtful partial dissent and partial concurrence in \textit{Wardlow}.\textsuperscript{283} Contextualizing the racial undercurrent of this case, which involved a young Black man, he opined:

Among some citizens, particularly minorities and those residing in high crime areas, there is also the possibility that the fleeing person is entirely innocent, but, with or without justification, \textit{believes that contact with the police can itself be dangerous, apart from any criminal activity associated with the officer’s sudden presence. For such a person, unprovoked flight is neither “aberrant” nor “abnormal.”} Moreover, these concerns and fears are known to the police officers themselves, and are validated by law enforcement investigations into their own practices.\textsuperscript{284}

Especially given the heightened racial tensions in the United States following the killings of Trayvon Martin, Walter Scott, Eric Garner, Tamir Rice, and Freddie Gray,\textsuperscript{285} it would not be surprising, nor unreasonable, for Black people to be weary, or fearful, of interactions with police and security forces, which have been increasing in the last

\begin{flushright}


\textsuperscript{284} Id. at 132–33 (emphasis added). Justice Stevens also cited investigations of racial profiling, in which “43% of African-Americans consider ‘police brutality and harassment of African-Americans a serious problem.’” Id. at 132 n.7. One survey found that eighty-one out of one-hundred young Black and Hispanic men in New York City had been frisked by police, though none arrested. \textit{Id.}; see also Leslie Casimir et al., \textit{Minority Men: We Are Frisk Targets}, N.Y. Daily News (Mar. 26, 1999), http://www.nydailynews.com/archives/news/minority-men-frisk-targets-news-poll-finds-81-100-stopped-cops-article-1.829704 (providing the results of a survey of 100 young black and Latino men in New York City; 81 reported having been stopped and frisked once; none were arrested).

\textsuperscript{285} See \textit{The Counted: People Killed by Police in the US}, supra note 134 (listing people killed by police in United States). For instance, in 2015, 304 of 1145 people killed by police were black and 195 were Hispanic/Latino—that is 26.5% and 17%, respectively, and a total of 43.5% of all people killed by police. \textit{Id.} Further, in the first month and a half of 2016, 27 of 133 of (20%) people killed by police were black and 12 of 133 (9%) were Hispanic/Latino. \textit{See id.} These individuals include Henry Bennett of Florida, 19; Rodney Turner from Oklahoma, 22; Dyzhawn Perkins of Virginia, 19; Jose Mendez from California, 16; Edgar Alvarado of New Mexico, 21; and Efrain Herrera, Jr. from California, 24. \textit{See id.}
several decades. There have been numerous occasions when minor infractions, officer mistakes, misidentifications, and police overreaction have resulted in the injury or death of people of color.

Such abuses are not surprising given the disparate presence and hyper-focus of law enforcement in communities of color. Even from a pure efficacy perspective, the effectiveness of these policies is dubious as “[p]roactive police stops are predicated on low levels of suspicion and rarely result in arrest, summons, or seizure of contraband, suggesting that the vast majority of individuals stopped have done nothing wrong.” Unless the goal is to terrorize and abuse communities of color, it is not clear that the objectives of these policies are being met. What is being achieved, however, is the systematic, structurally fortified devastation of minority communities. These practices are durable. They are abusive, corrosive, and societally disabling:

Contacts of this nature may trigger stigma and stress responses and depressive symptoms. These stresses can be compounded when police use harsh language, such as racial invective or taunts about sexuality. Finally, to the extent that individuals stopped believe that they were targeted because of their race or ethnicity or may be targeted again, they may experience symptoms tied to the stresses of perceived or anticipated racism.

And despite the so-called “Ferguson Effect,” there have been several more killings, or deaths, of Black people either by police, or

286. See The Deaths of Black Men in America (MSNBC television broadcast Aug. 16, 2014), http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/the-deaths-of-black-men-in-america-318795331819 (recounting deaths of black men at hands of police and connecting these facts to the Dred Scott holding and ruling of C.J. Taney that black men “had no rights with the white man was bound to respect.” (quoting Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. 393, 407 (1856))).


288. See supra Part II.C.


while in police custody, since the death of Michael Brown. These cases reveal the ways in which “racial disablement and ableist racism,” what I have elsewhere referred to as racialized disability and disabled race, presage and structure disparate dynamics for people of color, particularly those who are already mentally vulnerable.

III. PROVOKING MENTAL VULNERABILITY: SIC AT THE INTERSECTION OF RACE, GENDER, AND MENTAL HEALTH

“I gotta be honest with you guys. I am suffering from something that some of you all might be dealing with right now . . . . It’s a little bit of depression as well as PTSD. I’ve been real stressed out over the past couple of weeks.”

- Sandra Bland, March 2015

[293. See supra note 285 and accompanying text. For an exhaustive list of people killed by police in the United States, see The Counted: People Killed by Police in the US, supra note 134.]

[294. Claudia Pena, A Reaction to Beth Ribet’s Surfacing Disability through a Critical Race Theoretical Paradigm, 2 GEO. J.L. & MOD. CRITICAL RACE PERSP. 253, 254 (2010); see also Glennon, supra note 242, at 17–18 (“African American male students are also grossly overrepresented in special education, which is often viewed as 'below' the lowest regular academic track. They are particularly disproportionately represented in the categories of mental retardation, serious emotional disturbance, and specific learning disabilities.”).]

[295. See Nelson, supra note 1, at 12–20.]

[296. See id.]

On July 13, 2015, Ms. Sandra Bland was found dead from what the Waller County Sheriff’s Department officials concluded was “self-inflicted asphyxiation.” Her treatment during arrest and subsequent unexpected death in custody was met by disbelief on the part of Ms. Bland’s family, friends, and many observers in the United States. They doubted that she would have taken her own life as she was embarking on an exciting professional opportunity. Indeed, Ms. Bland had recently moved to the area, about fifty miles from Houston, Texas, and was preparing to start a new job at her alma mater, Prairie View A&M University, later that week.

However, three days before her death, Ms. Bland was pulled over by state trooper Brian Encinia for failing to signal a lane change. The stop was thankfully captured on Mr. Encinia’s dash-cam, which recorded the exchange between Mr. Encinia and Ms. Bland. Both the officer and Ms. Bland became increasingly irritated as the officer’s requests continued. Ms. Bland questioned the rationale for the stop, refused to exit her vehicle, and declined to extinguish her cigarette. No doubt, Officer Encinia viewed this interaction as


300. See Tognotti, supra note 299.
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302. See Jamieson, supra note 298.

303. See Schuppe, supra note 298.
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situational disobedience.\footnote{See Tom Mullen, \textit{Sandra Bland’s Arrest Wasn’t Racism; It Was Something Worse}, HUFFINGTON POST (July 23, 2015) http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tom-mullen/sandra-bland-arrest-wasnt_b_7849052.html \[https://perma.cc/JJ7X-Y5N5\] (“Encinia may have treated Bland differently because she was black. We can’t read his mind. But it’s much more likely he treated her the way he did because she didn’t exhibit blind obedience to his every whim, something he was trained not to tolerate and Americans of all political persuasions seem to have acquiesced to without question.”).} Indeed, his written report notes the lack of deference and seeming insolence of Ms. Bland—she failed the attitude test for the behavior expected when interacting with police officers.\footnote{See Schuppe, supra note 298.} In this respect, Officer Encinia wrote, “I had Bland exit the vehicle to further conduct a safe traffic investigation. Bland became combative and uncooperative.”\footnote{Graham, supra note 299 (citing an excerpt of Officer Encinia’s probable cause statement).}

Thereafter, Mr. Encinia responded by threatening to forcibly remove Ms. Bland from her car and telling her that she was under arrest.\footnote{See Schuppe, supra note 298.} Ms. Bland questioned the charge, to which Mr. Encinia responded by drawing his taser, pointing it at her, and screaming: “Get out of the car! I will light you up! Get out! Now!”\footnote{Holly Yan et al., \textit{Sandra Bland’s Family ‘Infuriated’ at Video of Her Arrest}, CNN (July 23, 2015), http://www.cnn.com/2015/07/22/us/texas-sandra-bland-arrest/ [https://perma.cc/5TW8-6NLB] (quoting the police officer).} Mr. Encinia’s notes record this part of the encounter as follows: “Numerous commands were given to Bland ordering her to exit the vehicle. Bland was removed from the car but became more combative. Bland was placed in handcuffs for officer safety.”\footnote{Graham, supra note 299 (citing an excerpt of Officer Encinia’s probable cause statement).}

The encounter continued, with Ms. Bland remarking, “Wow, really, for a failure to signal? You’re doing all of this for a failure to signal?”\footnote{See Yan, supra note 311.} After Ms. Bland exited her car, neither she nor Officer Encinia are visible as they are both beyond the purview of the dashcam.\footnote{See Schuppe, supra note 298.} Apparently, Ms. Bland attempted to record the encounter with her cellphone, but Mr. Encinia ordered that she put it away.\footnote{See id.} In his notes, Officer Encinia describes the situation in this way:

Bland began swinging her elbows at me and then kicked my right leg in the shin. I had a pain in my right leg and suffered small cuts on
my right hand. Force was used to subdue Bland to the ground to which Bland continued to fight back. Bland was placed under arrest for Assault on Public Servant.316

Still out of view of the camera, the audio continued to record, with Officer Encinia remarking, “When you pull away from me, you’re resisting arrest.”317 To which Ms. Bland can be heard saying: “You’re a real man now. You just slammed me, knocked my head in the ground. I got epilepsy you mother*****.”318 To this, Officer Encinia replied, “Good.”319 Adding another layer to this exchange, a female officer also attended the scene to assist Officer Encinia.320 Her remarks were recorded as well. She told Ms. Bland that she should have thought before “resisting.”321

At her booking, Ms. Bland informed her jailors that she suffered from depression, and had previously attempted suicide.322 Additionally, she mentioned a suicide attempt during interviews with two officials who processed her entry into jail.323 Nonetheless, the Sheriff’s Office did not place Ms. Bland in a suicide watch cell because she was not depressed at the time of the booking.324 Three days later, Ms. Bland was found dead in her cell.325

However, the statement made by Ms. Bland in March 2015 may provide insight into her mental state at the time of her arrest: “I am suffering from something that some of you all might be dealing with right now. . . . It’s a little bit of depression as well as PTSD.”326 As discussed at length in the preceding parts, this reality of disparate mental vulnerability is neither unknown, nor uncommon. Instead, such latent or episodic mental vulnerability can be triggered or exacerbated by racialized policing, or other such racialized incidents.327

---
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322. See Montgomery & Wines, supra note 297.
323. See id.
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326. See Montgomery & Wines, supra note 297 (emphasis added).
327. As Ribet notes: For People of Color with (“hidden”) emergent disabilities, the consequence of experiencing racism, sexism, classism, child abuse, or interrelated traumas is some variation of medical or psychological damage, which (a) becomes a
Moreover, people of color who are aware of racism and attempt to resist being marginalized by these constructs often face disparate psychosocial consequences, including activation of the cardiac sympathetic nervous system and disruption of autonomic balance.\footnote{Harrell et al., supra note 17, at 145.} Therefore, those who recognize racism and seek to minimize its effects may be even more precariously situated as more vulnerable to its abusive psychological consequences.\footnote{Id.}

As indicated on her Facebook page, Ms. Sandra Bland was clearly aware of, and concerned about, the state of race relations in the United States.\footnote{Sandra Bland, \textit{HAPPY FRIDAY KINGS & QUEENS #SandySpeaks}, FACEBOOK (Apr. 10, 2015), https://www.facebook.com/sandra.bland.5070/videos/vb.73304051/10100618184266304/?type=2&theater; see also Montgomery & Wines, supra note 297 (stating Ms. Bland was described by her sister “as a fighter for social justice who had posted a video statement on police brutality on Facebook in April.”).} Not only did she refer to race and race relations in the U.S. as, “all of this mess going on in America,” but she also, presciently, critiqued recent policing practices, whereby “the police don’t even [have to] suspect you for doing anything wrong.”\footnote{See Sandra Bland, supra note 330.} Thus, while ignorance might truly be bliss, or at least decrease stress and, thereby, increase longevity, Ms. Bland was well aware of our nation’s enduring racial problems.\footnote{See id.}

At the time of writing this Article, Officer Encinia had been indicted for perjury.\footnote{Graham, supra note 299; David Montgomery, \textit{Texas Trooper Who Arrested Sandra Bland is Charged with Perjury}, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 6, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/07/us/texas-grand-jury-sandra-bland.html [https://perma.cc/J7XT-RQAR] (“The charge stemmed from a one-page affidavit that Trooper Encinia filed with jail officials justifying the arrest of Ms. Bland, who was pulled over July 10 in a routine traffic stop . . . . The trooper wrote that he removed Ms. Bland from her car to more safely conduct a traffic investigation, but ‘the grand jury found that statement to be false,’ . . . . ”).} While the grand jury decided in December 2015 not to bring any charges in connection with Ms. Sandra Bland’s death in custody, in January 2016 a grand jury issued an indictment against Brian Encinia for perjury related to his purported “safety” rationale for removing Ms. Bland from her secret embarrassment, (b) makes it more difficult to succeed, function, or navigate the world, and (c) “proves” various mythologies of inferiority. In other words, racism creates damage, which then must be hidden, for fear that it will be held up as inherent/personal proof of racial inferiority or unworthiness. Ribet, supra note 13, at 239.
vehicle. Moreover, with respect to the Waller County Jail, this is not the first time that the jail has been investigated.335

**CONCLUSION**

“[T]he aggressive nature of proactive policing may have implications not only for police-community relations but also for local public health. In fact, the significant associations between both health outcomes and respondent perceptions of procedural justice suggest that police-community relations and local public health are inextricably linked.”336

Based upon the aforementioned historical, medico-legal, and social milieu, I conclude that racial discrimination is abusive. Its dire consequences are significant, debilitating, destructive, and disabling. “In considering racism’s impact on health, the most straightforward case is that racism makes the lives of the disadvantaged more stressful and thus leads to negative mental and physical health consequences.”337 From education338 to traffic stops,339 to searches

---

334. Graham, supra note 299 (“In the only indictment tied to the black woman’s death, a grand jury said Brian Encinia lied about why he ordered her out of her car.”).


337. Harrell et al., supra note 17, at 145; Sharon B. Wyatt et al., Racism and Cardiovascular Disease in African Americans, 325 AM. J. MED. SCI. 315, 315 (2003) (“[P]ersonally mediated racism acts as a stressor and can induce psychophysiological reactions that negatively affect cardiovascular health.”).

338. See Glennon, supra note 242, at 19 (“Congress recognized the severity of the disproportionate representation of minority students in special education in the passage of the 1997 Amendments to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, noting, ‘greater efforts are needed to prevent the intensification of problems connected with mislabeling . . . among minority children with disabilities.’” (referencing 20 U.S.C. § 1400(c)(8)(A) (1999))).

It is no surprise to learn that “[c]hildren of color are vastly over represented in both the juvenile justice and special education systems,” and that studies unanimously reveal that “race plays a powerful role in the placement of children in special education” and exerts a “disparate impact” on such placements. In 1992, by way of example, “blacks made up sixteen percent of public school students, but represented nearly forty percent of those in ‘special’ education classes”—classes for students with mental disabilities or other special needs. And there are confounding interstate rate differentials. “[I]n thirteen states, African-American students are at least three times more likely than white students to be identified as having mild mental
and seizures, behaviors are assessed in disparate and disproportional ways, depending on the race of the actor. SIC is a weighty variable around which the assessment of both behavior and physical appearance revolves, with significant life (or death) consequences. Our continued inability to address misdiagnoses, disciplinary punishment, and (implicit) bias furthers “societal disablement.”
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Such assessments take on added salience given the consequences that frequently follow these ascriptions. In policing, it is all the more troubling given the heightened stakes. As Ruth Wilson Gilmore’s definition of racism as “group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death” attests, the continuum of disparate consequences range from disciplinary to lethal punishment. Thus, “[t]hese power dynamics reveal[] a sliding scale of restraint, coercion, force and violence unequally deployed against . . . negatively racialized individuals with mental illness.”

The matters discussed in this article are increasingly important. Recent police shootings, as well as acts of gun violence, have again called into question concerns about mental health, both of victims and perpetrators. “[As we know], deinstitutionalization and the growing wealth gap have produced significant homeless populations in many urban areas.” As I suggested in Racializing Disability, Disabling Race, “If racialization constructs impairment, should the gaze of rights discourse not be refocused on its effects? If so, discrimination is a methodology of social disability that should be studied in this broader sense.”

In this Article, I have attempted to reveal and analyze some of the ways in which race and disability are mutually constitutive, both historically and in contemporary society. To advance the actualization of inclusive justice, these reinforcing dynamics must first be surfaced. We must be aware and critically conscious of the intersecting dynamics of racialization and disablement in order to
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“advance[ ] . . . a race conscious challenge to ableism,” and a (dis)ability informed challenge to racism, in order to further a more holistic notion of justice, especially in the policing context.
